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Executive Summary

In this document self-optimization refers to the ability of an ANA compartment (or
set of compartments) to self-optimize. In particular we address three kinds of repre-
sentative optimization problems, namely the self-adaptation of the MCIS compartment,
the self-organized clustering of the Virtual Coordinate (VC) compartment, and optimal
resource placement. We also show that interesting scenarios such as self-configuring
overlay compartments and self-optimizing service routing can be represented as asym-
metric congestion games, and we study stability in this context.

In the first part of this report we address the self-adaptation of the MCIS (Multi-
Compartment Information Sharing) compartment, which plays a central role in the ANA
monitoring framework to store monitored data, but can obviously be used to share any
type of data for any ANA compartment. We propose a generic self-optimization scheme
for DHTs. We incorporate this scheme into MCIS so that each of the DHTs correspond-
ing to a given attribute of a data compartment support it. The scheme minimizes the
length of routes in DHTs in cases where popularity of some value ranges in the key
space is higher than others.

In the second part we address the self-organized clustering of the Virtual Coordinate
(VC) compartment, which is also used in the ANA monitoring framework to optimize
the RTT measurements. Based on few RTT measurements, each node in the VC com-
partment computes its coordinates in a suitable metric space. In turn, the coordinates of
any two nodes can then be used to estimate the RTT between them without additional
measurement. We propose an algorithm that allows nodes to cluster themselves auto-
nomically to form a two-tier and more accurate coordinate system, thus allowing to rely
more on estimated RTTs and thereby reduce the RTT measurement load.

In the third part, we look at resource placement problem in ANA. We propose a
novel budgeted correlation-aware resource placement scheme that is useful to configur-
ing ANA compartments. We establish two heuristics and through experiments demon-
strate that our scheme can yield substantial savings in communication overhead com-
pared to greedy heuristics.

In the fourth part we examine the necessity for self-stabilization in ANA. By relating
the concept of self-stabilization to game playing in selfish environment, we are able to
model the interaction of compartment (or any collection of services) as a congestion
game. Through investigating the issue of desirability in such games, we show that
techniques could be obtained to help such environment acquire stability in much shorter
time than conventional approaches.

This deliverable summarizes the results achieved so far in task 3.2 (Self-optimization)
of the ANA project, and is voluntarily kept short. To probe further, an extended version
of chapter 2 has been submitted for publication [1]; an extended version of chapter 3
has been published in [2, 3]; and chapters 4 and 5 are described in more detail in two
technical reports [4, 5]. Finally three papers have been published on the work achieved
in 2007 [6–8].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In accordance with the ANA architecture, we see ANA environments as a (possibly
large) set of fully autonomous compartments interconnected to each other to form an in-
tercompartment topology. Some compartments may be connected to other ones through
some gateway nodes. Some compartments may also be laid over one or several other
compartments.

Optimizing such a distributed system raises a number of issues. In accordance with
a compartment’s full autonomy, we consider that every compartment may have its own
(self-)optimization mechanisms (e.g. routing optimization in a meshed compartment,
or routing optimization in DHT-based compartment). This optimization may be purely
intra-compartment, which means that the compartment is unaware of any possible im-
pact its own optimization may have on other compartments and therefore does not take
this impact into account, even if there is one, thus leading to a possible underoptimiza-
tion of its own compartment and/or possible instabilities. In the best case, the intra-
compartment optimization may be inter-compartment aware. This means that the com-
partment can anticipate the consequences of intra-compartment optimizations and find
a better optimum and/or improve stability.

This deliverable studies several issues and proposes several mechanisms in this con-
text.

A first important optimization problem we have addressed is intra-compartment
traffic optimization. We have shown that if the compartment only knows its intra-
compartment traffic matrix as input, a typical traffic optimizer, such as a link cost opti-
mizer, will not necessarily anticipate that changes in internal link costs may also change
the exit point of some traffic and therefore change the intra-compartment traffic matrix,
which was the input of the optimizer! A first consequence is that the resulting operating
point is not the one expected by the optimizer, and the compartment is underoptimized
at best, and unstable in the worst case. As a solution to this problem we have proposed
a method to find an optimal operating point (that will be realized) by raising the aware-
ness of a compartment to some intercompartment routing rules. The basic idea of this
work has already been reported in deliverable D3.4 one year ago. Since then it has been
extended and published in [6, 7, 9] and will not be further described in this deliverable.
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A second kind of problems appears when compartments can be laid over one an-
other, thus forming multilayered architectures. To illustrate this we have considered
an infrastructureless wireless compartment running its own topology control mecha-
nism, which tries to optimize its topology in order to provide better capacity. Indeed if
the wireless ranges of the nodes are too short the compartment may not be a connected
graph, but if the ranges are too wide then nodes create too much interference with nearby
transmissions, thereby decreasing the capacity of the compartment. A topology control
algorithm tries to adapt the ranges dynamically in a distributed way to ensure connectiv-
ity and optimize the capacity of the compartment. Now consider another compartment
laid over this wireless compartment. The overlay compartment typically consists of a
subset of the underlay nodes forming a community running a particular protocol. Sup-
pose the overlay compartment also runs a topology optimization algorithm. This means
that overlay nodes will not form a full-mesh topology, but will rather select a few nodes
as neighbours and reach other nodes through one or several intermediate overlay nodes.
To optimize the overlay compartment, it is much better to have some awareness of the
underlying topology. For example, if the overlay knows the number of wireless hops to
reach other overlay nodes, it will preferably choose close neighbours. In other words,
the overlay should try and map the overlay topology to the underlay topology. However,
when the underlay topology changes over time, due to an underlying topology control
algorithm or due to the mobility of nodes, then the overlay should track those changes to
remain optimal. This problem has already been reported in deliverable D3.4. where we
have proposed an overlay topology control algorithm that finds a good trade-off between
properties like path stretch, delay and bandwidth consumption in the more challenging
environment of mobile ad hoc underlay compartments. Since then it has been extended
and published in [8, 10] and will not be further described in this deliverable.

Let us now turn to the contributions that have mostly been designed during the third
year of the project.

In chapter 2 we address another type of intra-compartment self-optimization prob-
lem, namely the self-adaptation of the MCIS compartment, which is playing a central
role in the ANA monitoring framework to store monitored data, but can obviously be
used to share any type of data for any ANA compartment. MCIS stands for Multi-
Compartment Information Sharing, because it can handle multiple isolated data com-
partments. MCIS relies on Mercury [11], an order-preserving DHT, in such a way that
each data compartment is essentially a Mercury instance. In fact, each data compart-
ment (i.e. Mercury instance) in MCIS comprises one or more order-preserving DHTs:
To support multi-attribute data records and queries, there is a separate DHT for each
attribute of a specific type of data records, they are called attribute hubs. Then data
records are replicated and inserted into all of the attribute hubs. On the other hand, the
system forwards a multi-attribute lookup query to the hub where the search is expected
to be the most efficient (e.g. the query specifies a narrow value range for this attribute).
For more information about MCIS, refer to [12]. In chapter 2 , we present a generic
self-optimization scheme for DHTs. We incorporate this scheme into MCIS so that
each of the DHTs corresponding to a given attribute of a data compartment support it.
The scheme minimizes the length of routes in DHTs in cases where popularity of some
value ranges in the key space is higher than others.
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In chapter 3 we address yet another kind of intra-compartment mechanism, namely
the self-organized clustering of the Virtual Coordinate (VC) compartment, which is also
central in the ANA monitoring framework to optimize the RTT measurements. This VC
compartement is laid over an underlying compartment responsible for the routing of
the RTT probes sent between a relatively small number of node pairs. Based on these
measurements, each and every node in the VC compartment computes its coordinates
in a suitable metric space. In turn, the coordinates of any two nodes can then be used
to estimate the RTT between them without additional measurement. During the second
project year, we have shown that such coordinate systems are not very accurate because
the underlying routing compartment usually creates many TIVs (Triangular Inequality
Violations). We showed that a hierarchical coordinate system, running both a local and
a global coordinate systems, with the goal of having very few TIVs at the local level,
would be more accurate. In chapter 3 we propose an algorithm that allows nodes to
cluster themselves autonomically to form a two-tier more accurate coordinate system,
thus allowing to rely more on estimated RTTs and thereby reduce the RTT measurement
load.

In chapter 4 we address the problem of the optimal distribution of resources to lo-
cations in a network, such that the maximum cost between any given pair of partitions
is bounded. While a measure of cost is often dependent upon the given scenario, cost is
generally coupled with the volume of communication. In turn, the communication cost
is dependent upon the allocation of resources in the network. For example, if resources
A and B are often requested together, but stored at different locations, the communica-
tion overhead incurred by queries for these resources can be significantly greater than
if A and B are colocated. In this work, we consider the communication costs between
network entities and we model the task of resource placement using a known graph
optimization problem.

Some of the problems above already mentioned some potential instability that can
result from selfish intra-compartment optimization that are not inter-compartment aware.
In chapter 5 we address this kind of distributed optimization problems among fully au-
tonomous compartments in the setting of game theory. We show that interesting scenar-
ios such as self-configuring overlay compartments and self-optimizing service routing
can be represented as asymmetric congestion games, and we study stability in this con-
text. We define the notions of desirable equilibrium and desirable state, and study the
topic of convergence to a desirable equilibrium. We show that techniques could be ob-
tained to help such environment acquire stability in much shorter time than conventional
approaches.

1.1 Scope of Deliverable

In the ANA environment, self-optimization refers first to the ability of a compart-
ment to self-optimize. In this report we address three kinds of representative optimiza-
tion problems, namely the self-adaptation of the MCIS compartment, the self-organized
clustering of the Virtual Coordinate (VC) compartment, and optimal resource place-
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ment.

The first two parts are therefore immediately applicable to the ANA monitoring
framework to optimize its behaviour. On the other hand the scope of the mechanisms
designed in this report are not limited to the monitoring framework. Clearly, information
sharing (MCIS) and virtual coordinates (VC) can provide services to many other ANA
compartments and applications (e.g. a peer-to-peer video streaming application or a
discovery service).

1.2 Structure of Document

Chapter 2 proposes the self-adaptation of the MCIS ANA compartment. Chapter 3
proposes the self-organized clustering of the Virtual Coordinate (VC) ANA compart-
ment. An extended version has been published in [2]. Chapter 4 proposes a method
to optimize the placement of resources in ANA. Chapter 5 studies self-stabilization in
ANA.
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Chapter 2

Non-Sticky Fingers: Policy-Driven
Self-Optimization for MCIS

2.1 Introduction

Distributed hash tables (DHT) [13–15] provide efficient data exchange for com-
pletely distributed applications. These basic DHTs allow to lookup a node that stores a
particular data value by specifying a key corresponding to that value. Certain applica-
tions would greatly benefit from range query capabilities. Thus, the research community
has developed special kinds of DHTs that are order-preserving (e.g. [11,16–20]) for ef-
ficient and distributed processing of range queries. These DHTs use order-preserving
hash functions, or perform no hashing at all like in [11].

MCIS relies on Mercury [11], an order-preserving DHT, in such a way that each
data compartment is essentially a Mercury instance. In fact, each data compartment
(i.e. Mercury instance) in MCIS comprises of one or more order-preserving DHTs:
To support multi-attribute data records and queries, there is a separate DHT for each
attribute of a specific type of data records, they are called attribute hubs. Then data
records are replicated and inserted into all of the attribute hubs and lookups only to the
hub that corresponds to the attribute predicate that is estimated to be most selective. For
example, consider a two-attribute lookup that specifies the two following predicates:
5 < x < 10AND1 < y < 100. Then, this lookup would be forwarded to the hub
corresponding to the attribute x because that attribute’s predicate is more selective. For
more information about MCIS, please refer to [12].

In this chapter, we present a generic self-optimization scheme for DHTs. We in-
corporate this scheme into MCIS so that each of the DHTs corresponding to a given
attribute of a data compartment support it. The scheme minimizes the length of routes
in DHTs in cases where popularity of some value ranges in the key space is higher than
others. The key observation is that in such a case, certain hops or sequences of hops
(i.e. portions of entire route) become more utilized than others. Therefore, it makes
sense to try to optimize these routes by making them pass through as few intermediate
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hops as possible. We call our scheme Non-Sticky fingers (NS-fingers) due to the way
it functions: In DHTs, a node establishes a set of long distance links, a.k.a. fingers in
Chord [13], in addition to “nearby” neighbors. The destination nodes of these fingers
can be chosen in various ways. In Chord for instance, each node establishes fingers to
nodes that are the powers of two distance in hops from the node (i.e. 2, 4, 8, etc. hops
away from the node). These fingers are proven to enable efficient logarithmic routing
performance. In NS-fingers, a subset of all fingers of a node are selected to be non-
sticky. These fingers are continuously adjusted according to the estimation of demand
for given links. In this way, we strive for shortening the most popular routes which
may be shared portions of routes from many different source nodes to many different
destination nodes.

In specific cases, reducing the number of routing hops with shortcuts may actu-
ally increase the end-to-end delay of the path. This is because the overlay topology
does not necessarily reflect the underlying network-layer topology or geographical dis-
tance. Thus, neighbor nodes in the DHT may be located far away from each other
geographically or many hops away in the network-layer topology. Furthermore, the tri-
angle inequality violations present in the Internet topology [21] add to this phenomenon.
Therefore, we also present a simple extension of our scheme to consider also the delay
when making decisions to shortcut routes.

Many optimizations for DHT routing exist today. What makes our scheme stand out
from the crowd is that it proposes neither to grow the size of routing tables nor to add
extra pointers or hints to optimize routing to the entire key space. We also do not change
the forwarding procedure. We simply propose to dynamically adjust the routing table
entries based on current demand. It seems that this approach has not been thought of
so far. We show in later sections that such a straightforward modification in the routing
table maintenance can deliver an impressive improvement in routing efficiency. The
cost of this improvement is some additional load in terms of messages sent and memory
used. We discuss the cost more in Section 2.3.5. Our scheme is an add-on that can
be applied in principle to any kind of DHT, as we discuss in Section 2.3.5. This kind
of optimization approach is valuable especially for resource constrained devices which
might not be able to afford to scale up the DHT routing table sizes. Furthermore, dif-
ferent applications that are run simultaneously on a given device may rely on different
DHTs or separate instances of a particular DHT increasing the usage of the scarce re-
sources. Considering MCIS in particular, it essentially runs one Mercury instance per
data compartment each of which runs one DHT per attribute to cope with multi-attribute
queries.

Where do such non-uniform distributions occur that call for this kind of an opti-
mization scheme? We give two ANA-related example scenarios that use MCIS to insert
and lookup data items. First, consider locality aware applications using virtual network
coordinates (e.g. [22]). In such scenario, ANA nodes store their coordinates and lookup
nodes in their vicinity, that is, nodes having coordinates close to its own. These lookups
can be efficiently expressed using range queries. As a second example, consider peer-to-
peer video streaming where information about the blocks of video that a node currently
has are inserted into MCIS by the node and, consequently, looked up by other nodes.
When a particular node is playing the stream, it queries MCIS for a specific range of
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blocks at a time corresponding to its playout buffer.

In both examples, insertions and lookups can have a high level of locality, that is,
a given node often inserts and looks up similar value ranges: The lookups performed
by a node discovering other nodes in its vicinity based on their coordinates exhibit a
high degree of locality. Furthermore, if there are clusters of nodes, the value ranges
corresponding to the coordinates of those regions become frequently addressed. As for
the P2P video streaming example, the range of blocks that a particular node is inter-
ested in at a specific time instance exhibits temporally a high level of locality. Similarly,
a node stores only information about pieces that it has just downloaded following the
progress of viewing the video stream. In addition, a given video stream may experience
a flash crowd phenomenon meaning that at a particular time (usually in the beginning)
the stream becomes very popular. In such a case, the value ranges of the blocks follow-
ing the progress of viewing of the nodes forming that flash crowd are very frequently
addressed. DHTs without any optimizations treat ranges equally so that the expected
number of hops to any range of values is the same. Our scheme would adapt in these
examples to provide few-hop routes to the heavily used fraction of the range by increas-
ing the expected number of hops to the other portions of the range that are little or not
at all used.

Our scheme is self-optimizing: First of all, nodes continuously perform optimiza-
tions based on latest observed routing behavior in the system. In this way, the system
adapts when the most popular range shifts, for instance. Second, the changing state of
the system, e.g. the popular range size and the number of nodes, determines whether us-
ing the scheme is beneficial. NS-fingers can be made to adapt to this changing state. To
enable this, we parameterize the scheme in order to provide “control knobs”. By tuning
these control knobs, its behavior can be adapted to the changing state of the system. For
example, it can be turned off if the popularity distribution of the ranges is uniform.

The self-optimization is policy-driven: Tuning the control knobs allows to deter-
mine a tradeoff between how aggressively route optimizations are performed and how
cost efficiently the scheme operates in terms of extra control messages routed. Thus,
applications can specify their policy wrt. this tradeoff, as a result of which the scheme
tunes its control knobs to comply with this policy, i.e. it self-configures its parameters
based on estimations of the current state of the system and this policy.

2.2 Related Work

Existing related work commonly focuses either on growing the size of the actively
managed routing table for increased performance or on relying on some additional
lightweight, potentially obsolete information for routing. Considering proposals in the
first category, Beehive [23] relies on Zipf-like query distributions and uses proactive
replication to tradeoff resource consumption for improved lookup performance. Repli-
cation can be also problematic if data is volatile, i.e. has a relatively short lifetime. The
work in [24] proposes to maintain complete routing tables using an aggressive hierar-
chical update protocol. Kelips [25] also achieves better lookup performance through
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increased routing table sizes and update traffic. As for examples in the second category,
“ShortCuts” approach [26] uses soft-state hints in local and global levels to improve
the routing. Mercury incorporates simple route caching which can be used as a com-
plement to our scheme. NS-fingers differs from these approaches in that we consider
constant-size routing tables so that the applications using the DHT can set this size in
order to control the resource requirements. Then, these allocated entries are dynami-
cally adjusted according to the current lookup and insertion patterns. Furthermore, we
provide the applications the control knobs to set the tradeoff between the aggressiveness
and resource consumption of the optimization scheme itself.

In [20], the authors present a way to construct efficient routing tables in an order-
preserving DHT that relies on estimates of hop counts between nodes. The scheme
works also for skewed distributions of data values. The main differences to our scheme
are that we continuously evaluate and adjust the routing based on recently measured
routing behavior.

Yet another kind of approach is SkipNet which controls data placement by organiz-
ing data items according to their string names, which enables it to guarantee routing
locality. SkipNet is useful when the data items stored by a node have certain persis-
tent locality, e.g. content internal to an organization. However, this is not always the
case. For example, while network coordinates exhibit temporarily locality (see exam-
ples in Section 2.1), nodes can move to another location in the coordinate system in
which case the locality no longer holds. Also in the video streaming example, the lo-
cality of the data and lookups and the ranges that are most frequently addressed change
continuously. Our scheme is able to optimize the routes even if the locality of the data
and lookups change over time because the optimization is performed based on observed
routing behavior at run time.

2.3 Non-Sticky Fingers

2.3.1 Overview

Our optimization scheme optimizes routing behavior when the popularity of the
attribute value range is skewed. As we discussed in the introduction, such a case can
occur when there is locality in the data or queries or when many nodes insert values that
fall into the same ranges or query the same ranges resulting in a kind of flash crowd
phenomenon.

We consider ring structured order-preserving DHTs where each node establishes
links to predecessors and successors and, in addition, a number of long distance links,
a.k.a. fingers in the literature. While we focus on a ring structured DHT in this docu-
ment, the scheme can be applied to other geometries as well (cf. Section 2.3.5). These
fingers enable efficient routing within the overlay: simply passing data items and queries
to successor or predecessor nodes would result in overall very inefficient routing (O(N)).
With long distance links, it is possible to achieve logarithmic routing performance. The
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set of fingers can be static throughout the operation of a given node or can be periodi-
cally rebuilt. Nodes also maintain a set of reverse neighbors which are the nodes having
a long distance link to the node.

We propose to have a set of dynamic long distance links, i.e. Non-Sticky fingers.
The idea is that a node establishes k fingers out of which it chooses a set of l that will
be Non-Sticky (NS). These NS fingers are adjusted continuously according to the most
popular routes while the remaining k− l fingers are static in the sense that they are only
rebuilt periodically. The rationale is that when there is great demand for a particular
multi-hop route within the ring, we make shortcuts to that route step by step in such a
way that eventually the items are routed with as low number of hops as possible (with
only one hop if possible) from the starting point to the end point of this popular route.
The simplest case is when we shortcut a route so that data items are routed directly
from the source node to the destination node. In such a case, using route caching at the
source is a sufficient solution. However, note that a highly utilized route can also be an
intermediate segment of many different routes from source to destination nodes. In such
a case, caching a route directly from source to destination is not an optimal solution. We
compare the performance of our scheme to route caching in Section 2.4.

Our scheme establishes the k − l “normal” long distance links following the har-
monic probability distribution function (pn(x) = 1/(x ln n, when x ∈ [1/n, 1]) simi-
larly to Symphony [27] and Mercury, which guarantees expected path length of O( 1

k−l
log2n)

hops in a n node network according to the Small World phenomenon [28]. This method
gives us the flexibility to choose the number of NS-fingers to establish while still guar-
anteeing a certain level of routing performance in case of completely random data and
query distributions. In this way, we sacrifice some of the routing performance bounds
to little used ranges in order to optimize the routing towards the most popular ranges.

2.3.2 Adjusting Non-Sticky Fingers

The NS-fingers are adjusted according to the estimated service demand of links.
Each node measures the service demands of each of its long distance and successor
links to other nodes. Service demand Si(d) of the link of node i to destination range d
is defined as the number of data items or queries forwarded per second using that link.
Each node also keeps track of Sj

i (d) which is the portion of service demand generated
by reverse neighbor j i.e. a node that has a successor or long distance link to node
i. Those data items and queries that originate from the node itself are excluded from
the computation of the service demands (i 6= j). Hence, the service demands reflect
the amount of services that the node provides as an intermediate hop for other nodes.
Obviously,

∑
j Sj

i (d) = Si(d).

Each node checks periodically the service demands of its links and chooses the link
to range dmax which is the link with the highest demand. The node then sends adjust-
ment requests to those reverse neighbors that contributed to the demand, i.e. node i
sends requests to nodes j such that Sj

i (dmax) > 0. This request contains the ID of the
node that is responsible for the target range dmax and the service demand Sj

i (dmax). Fig-
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ure 2.1 illustrates the scheme in a very simple scenario. In the figure, node 7 chooses the
link to node 8 as the heaviest link because the computed service demand is 8 compared
to 6 of the link to node 1. Note that the traffic originating from node 7 towards node 1
does not count. Node 7 then sends adjustment requests accordingly to nodes 5 and 3.
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Figure 2.1: Computing service demands.

Upon receiving an adjustment request, a node stores it. Each node then adjusts
its NS-fingers periodically: The node iterates through the received adjustment requests
from largest service demand to the smallest. At each iteration, it compares the service
demand included in the request to the smallest service demands of its currently estab-
lished NS-fingers (i.e. the NS-finger with lightest load). If the demand in the request is
larger, the node adjusts the NS-finger to the target range specified in the request. The
iteration continues until each of the nodes NS-fingers has been adjusted or no more ad-
justments are necessary (i.e. the service demand of the current NS-fingers exceeds the
demands in the remaining requests). The service demands are expressed per time unit
which makes this kind of comparison possible even if the service check interval and ad-
justment interval lengths differ. However, it can happen that a node begins to adjust its
NS-fingers right after it has checked its service demands and consequently reseted the
demands after sending necessary adjustment requests. In this case, the service demands
of the NS-fingers are lower (close to zero) than what the true demand actually is. To
avoid unnecessary adjustments in such cases, the node stores also the service demands
of the NS-fingers from the previous period in addition of the current period. When mak-
ing the choice whether to adjust a finger, also the service demands from the previous
period are compared against the demand in the adjustments request.

2.3.3 Topology-aware extension

As we pointed out in the introduction, in certain cases reducing the number of rout-
ing hops does not reduce the total end-to-end delay for the path. We present a simple
extension to our scheme that takes the delay into account when making adjustments.
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In the topology-aware extension of the scheme, nodes measure the delay to the nodes
in their routing table while performing peer management (e.g. send keep-alive mes-
sages). Consider again Figure 2.1. Node 7 routinely measures the delay to nodes 8 and
1. It would then include the measured delay in the adjustment requests sent to nodes 5
and 3. When, for example, node 5 subsequently is about to adjust one of its fingers to
point to node 8, it will first measure the delay to node 8 and then make the adjustment
if the measured delay is less than the delay from node 7 to 8 (in the adjustment request)
plus the delay to node 7 (measured during peer management). In this way, each adjust-
ment is guaranteed to shorten the total delay in the forwarding path. The price to pay is
the extra delay measurement to the new long distance neighbor candidate.

The scheme can be further extended to prioritize the shortcutting of longer delay
links, as follows. In addition to adding the delay measurement to each corresponding
adjustment request, all service demands of links are multiplied with the corresponding
measured delay. Then this product, weighted service demand, is used in determining
the “heaviest” link. In this way, when the “heaviest” link is chosen for shortcutting the
delay is taken into account in addition to the amount of traffic passing through. The
chosen link represents the one with largest estimated gain in total routing delay.

2.3.4 Parameters

Our scheme has three parameters: the two intervals that specify how often adjust-
ment requests are sent (Ir) and how often the NS-fingers are adjusted (Ia), and the
fraction of NS-fingers (f = l

k
). The question is then how to choose these values.

In [1], we present detailed analysis of the impact of these parameter values through
measurements from simulations. We first studied the tradeoff between fast route op-
timizations and cost efficiency of the scheme in terms of overhead messages routed.
Then, we studied how a particular system setup (e.g. distribution of inserted data and
number of nodes) affects the behavior of the system with a particular parameter config-
uration. Finally, we discuss how this information could allow us to design the scheme
to be policy-driven in such a way that it self-configures its parameters depending on
application specified policy (faster convergence vs. cost efficiency).

2.3.5 Discussions

The price to pay for the optimization using the NS-fingers scheme is increased mem-
ory demands and traffic. Each node needs to keep track of the service demands. Given
that each node maintains k long distance links and a few successor links, the number of
reverse neighbors for a node is also around k. This means that maintaining the service
demands requires in the worst case storing and updating kxk of state information, k
being typically log2n. The extra traffic introduced includes the adjustment requests and
adjustments themselves, i.e. neighbor requests sent to the new target of adjusted finger.
Since adjustment requests are sent periodically, they can be piggybacked into heartbeat
messages in which case they come with only a small additional cost. As we have al-
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ready mentioned, there is an inherent tradeoff in the scheme between the cost of sending
adjustment requests and adjusting fingers more or less frequently vs. converging faster
or slower, respectively, to the optimal routing state.

Churn is a common issue with DHTs. The impact of churn is similar to a DHT
equipped with NS-fingers than one without. Thus, the strategies described in [29] can
be used. In fact, NS-fingers can help choose suitable timeout values (one of the im-
portant performance factors under churn according to [29]) through the topology-aware
extension.

The scheme has also an impact on the load balancing of the system. Indeed, the
routing load is implicitly driven via the adjustments towards the nodes that are responsi-
ble for a popular range. The advantage is that there are fewer nodes that become loaded
but the drawback is that this load can be higher. To deal with this load imbalance, we
can leverage Mercury’s explicit load balancing mechanisms (cf. [11] for details).

2.3.6 Integration to MCIS

We implemented our self-optimization scheme into MCIS. Note that in MCIS, the
separate attribute hubs allow us to apply NS-fingers flexibly to the desired hubs and
customizing it to each hub separately if necessary. In addition, we can leverage some
of Mercury’s mechanisms inherited in MCIS for the self-configuration of the scheme
(see [1] for details).

In order to evaluate our scheme, we ran simulations using a simple discrete event-
based simulator. This simulator does not model any queuing delays or packet losses,
which enables the simulation of thousands of nodes. Such a simulation environment is
sufficient for us to evaluate and analyze the behavior of our optimization scheme and
we used it for all the results presented in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.4. Note that with this
simulator we cannot simulate the topology-aware extension presented in Section 2.3.3.
However, since the basic mechanism does not change with the extension, this evaluation
approach is still valid.

2.4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of NS-fingers in different situations.
Our goal is to understand the level of performance improvement the scheme can deliver
in different scenarios. Unless explicitly mentioned, the simulations in this section were
run with n = 5000 and r = n. In reality, it is commonly the case that even if a given
range in the key space is very popular, some lookups and insertions also fall outside of
the popular range. Thus, in all of the simulations performed for the results presented
in this section, a given data item was inserted to the popular range (modelled with R)
with 90% probability and, consequently, to the remaining non-popular range with 10%
probability.
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2.4.1 Stable Popular Range

We first evaluate the gain with NS-fingers scheme in terms of reduction in routing
hops compared to the case without NS-fingers. In order to further put the numbers in
perspective, we include the case of using simple route caching. Route caching being a
complementary mechanism that can be used together with NS-fingers, we merely want
to show that it alone does not provide the same benefits as our scheme.
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of mean routing hops as a function of the number of nodes.
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Figure 2.3: CDF of the number of hops to popular vs. non-popular ranges.

Figure 2.2 shows how the average number of routing hops evolves when the size
of the network grows. For the NS-fingers cases, we computed the converged mean
(detailed definition in [1] and for the other cases we computed the average over all
routed items. In all cases R = 0.05 and the total number of fingers is log2n. The
cache size was set to the same as the number of fingers, i.e. log2n. Note that each
cache entry implies same extra maintenance cost as an additional normal finger would
do. We observe that the additional cache delivers only a marginal improvement in the
performance compared to NS-fingers. Furthermore, the figure shows that the number of
hops do not scale similarly for the scenarios with route caching as with NS-fingers or
no optimization. This observation suggests that the cache size should be increased more
than logarithmically with the number of nodes in the system in order to have similarly
scaling performance in terms of number of routing hops when the number of nodes in
the system increases. Figure 2.3 plots a CDF of the number of hops separately for the
insertions to the popular range and outside of the popular range. The figure illustrates
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the main tradeoff, i.e. how much the scheme penalizes the non-popular range. We can
see that this tradeoff can be effectively controlled by adjusting the f parameter: with a
smaller number of NS-fingers (smaller f ) the difference in number of hops is smaller
between the popular and non-popular ranges.

Figure 2.4 shows what happens in a likely case where we have many smaller distinct
popular ranges instead of just one bigger popular range. The sum of the range sizes is
the same in each simulated case. The figure demonstrates that the scheme works best
when there is one contiguous popular range. This result agrees with intuition as well:
There is an advantage of having a contiguous popular range because each of the NS-
fingers direct traffic towards the popular range, and within that range, routing takes very
few hops.
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Figure 2.4: Routing behavior when the popular region is continuous or split into multi-
ple distinct partitions (n = 5000, r = 5000).

2.4.2 Unstable Popular Range

It is a likely scenario that the popular range is not stable but instead changes with
time. Remember, for instance, the video streaming example from Section 2.1 where the
popular range of video blocks shifts continuously following the progress of the stream.
In the following, we investigate what is the routing behavior in such a case. We choose
the parameters according to the example: We consider a two-hour long movie stored
into a 1.3GByte file which is divided into roughly 5000 pieces of 256KBytes each (like
in BitTorrent). Each piece has a sequence number and all the sequence numbers together
form the entire range. Nodes lookup peers having a copy of specific pieces using a range
of sequence numbers as a key and insert sequence numbers of the pieces they have
downloaded (note that the pieces themselves are not inserted into the DHT). Since we
have 5000 pieces, each of the 5000 simulated nodes is responsible of one piece. We set
the popular range so that it corresponds to 1 minute’s worth of pieces, i.e. R = 1

120
=

0.0083. The rate at which the popular range shifts is equal to whole range
7200

per second.
Finally, nodes request a range of 10 pieces at a time and make an insertion for each
downloaded piece yielding a following total rate of routed items: r = insertions+lookups

duration =
5000n+500n

7200
≈ 0.76n items/s where n is number of nodes.

Now consider the same scenario but with progressive download, i.e. nodes download
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the video file at full speed to a buffer while playing it locally. A similar situation would
occur with large software updates which naturally lead to a flash crowd phenomenon.
We assume a generous 15Mbit/s average download rate [30], which yields a download
duration of 650s. We set the popular range to a window of 10s which gives us R =
10
650

= 0.0154, the rate at which the popular range shifts equal to whole range
650

, and r =
5000n+500n

650
≈ 8.46n items/s. We set Ia = Ir = 500 in both scenarios.

Table 2.1 compares the average number of hops and total cost in hops (lookups and
insertions) resulting from the simulations of these two scenarios. For the cases where
f > 0, we computed again the converged mean and included finger adjustment requests
and adjustments to the total cost. Thus, the cost is the total number of hops routed by the
DHT until each node has downloaded the entire movie. We see that for the streaming
case, with f = 0.5 the average number of hops is reduced to half and the total cost is
reduced to 59% compared to the case without NS-fingers (f = 0). With f = 0.2 the
improvement is slightly smaller. When downloading at full steam, there improvement
is almost similar for both values of f .

Table 2.1: Avg hop count/total cost for the video streaming example.

Scenario f = 0 f = 0.2 f = 0.5

streaming 5.2/143M 2.9/92M 2.6/84M

progressive dl 5.3/146M 3.3/100M 2.8/89M

2.5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we presented NS-fingers, a self-optimization scheme for order-preserving
DHTs which we incorporated into MCIS. The scheme performs route optimizations in
the case of non-uniform popularity distribution of data or lookup value ranges. These
optimizations are continuously done by monitoring the usage of links and guiding neigh-
boring nodes to adjust their fingers in order to shortcut the most frequently used route
sections. We also presented an extension to the scheme that takes into account delays
in addition to routing hops when shortcutting routes. We discussed how the scheme can
tune its parameters based on current system state and the policy specified by the appli-
cation wrt. the tradeoff between performance and cost efficiency. We showed through
simulations of example scenarios that the improvement in average routing hops can be
up to 50%.

Our future work includes further studies regarding the relationship between the
current system state and cost optimal parameter configuration in order to facilitate
the configuration of the parameters of the scheme, esp. for specification of the self-
configuration rules. In addition, we want to be able to express the expected number of
routing hops with NS-fingers for a given configuration. We would also like to evaluate
the topology-aware extension through, for example, experiments in the ANA testbed.
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Chapter 3

A Self-Organized Clustering of Vivaldi
Nodes for Better Delay Estimations

3.1 Introduction

Recent years have seen the advent of Internet applications which are built upon and
benefit from topology-aware overlays. In particular, most if not all of these applica-
tions and associated overlays rely on the notion of network proximity, usually defined
in terms of network delays or round-trip times (RTTs), for optimal neighbor selection.
Recent research has focused on proposing elegant solutions to the problem of proxim-
ity retrieval while avoiding algorithms that can prove to be very onerous in terms of
measurement overheads, and significant bandwidth consumption (ping storms). In this
context, network positioning systems, such as [31,32], were introduced. The key idea is
that if each node can be associated with a “virtual” coordinate in an appropriate space,
distance between nodes can be trivially computed without the overhead of a direct mea-
surement. Despite the elegance from a theoretical perspective, these systems have some
practical limitations. In particular, Internet latencies that do violate triangle inequalities,
in the actual Internet [33], degrade both coordinates’ accuracy and stability [3, 34].

Recent research works, however, have shown that shorter internet paths are less
likely victims of severe Triangle Inequality Violations (TIVs). Following these observa-
tions, in [3] we evaluated the efficiency of a hierarchical (e.g. clustered) approach for
Internet Coordinate Systems (ICS). In this approach, nodes that are near each other are
clustered, and an independent ICS runs in each cluster. These independent ICS are used
to estimate intra-cluster distances (by considering only nodes that are sharing the same
cluster), whereas inter-cluster distances are simply estimated by using an ICS involving
all nodes. Put simply, inter-cluster distances are computed with respect to all nodes par-
ticipating to the ICS. Since only short paths are contained inside the clusters, there are
less TIVs in these subspaces. Consequently, the hierarchical ICS offers more accurate
latency estimations for intra-cluster distances. More generally, hierarchical overlay ap-
proaches, where nodes are clustered based on their network distances, have been shown
to allow for robust and scalable network-aware overlays [35–37]. In such case, scala-
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bility is achieved by drastically reducing the bandwidth requirements and management
overhead for overlay maintenance. Moreover, robustness is obtained by mitigating the
effect of dynamic environment as most changes are quickly discovered and not seen
beyond the clustered set of nodes.

We propose a self-organized clustering scheme whose goal is twofold. Firstly we
address the problem of constructing efficient clusters in an autonomous way by build-
ing on an existing ICS system. Secondly our clustering scheme aims at providing a
self-managed clustering structure to overlay-based applications, to allow both topology
awareness and scalability of these applications. The novelty of our approach lies in
simultaneously relying on the partial knowledge of coordinates of nodes involved in
ICS operations, and on a distributed clustering algorithm based on adaptive back-off
strategy, to construct efficient network topology-aware clusters in a load-balancing way.
The main idea is to allow each node to identify a set of clusters in the network, using
its own knowledge of a set of nodes’ coordinates (as provided by the ICS in which it is
involved), and to verify the validity of such clusters using a few measurements towards
the identified cluster heads. The distributed algorithm is scheduled using an exponential
back-off strategy, where nodes plan their own wake-up time to verify the existence of
clusters in their proximity or not. Our main objective behind this strategy is to load
balance the clustering process, while adapting to previous clusters creation, and hence
optimize the maintenance and measurements overhead.

We provide two variants of our distributed algorithm: a first variant, called “Coop-
erative”, aims at reducing the expected time to construct clusters for the whole network.
This approach induces some overhead to inform other nodes that they are likely to be-
long to a newly created cluster. A second “Selfish variant” is also introduced, where
nodes are more selfish and can only form and/or join clusters when they wake up, with-
out any assistance (or guidance) from other nodes that woke up earlier. In both cases
nodes use only knowledge provided by a subset of other nodes, in some neighborhood
as explained later, and obtain the needed pieces of information (coordinates, existing
cluster heads) by piggybacking them in the messages exchanged by the ICS system.

3.2 QT (Quality Threshold ) clustering algorithm

Clustering is defined as a process of partitioning a set of elements into a number of
groups based on a measure of similarity between the data (distance-based approaches)
or relying on the assumption that the data come from a known distribution (model-based
approaches). For our self-clustering process, we aim at exploiting nodes’ coordinates as
a first approximation of the inter-node distances existing in the actual network topology.
As nodes’ coordinates do not follow any a priori distribution, we will focus on distance-
based clustering. Moreover, since we aim at providing a self-clustering process that is
performed in a distributed way among all the nodes of the network, the optimal num-
ber of clusters that can be created is not known in advance. Approaches that do set a
constraint on the number of clusters to be formed (such as K-means, C-Means Fuzzy
Clustering, etc. ) are thus inappropriate.
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Having in mind these facts, we choose to leverage the Quality Threshold algorithm
(QT_clustering) to propose our self-organized clustering scheme. This algorithm has
been initially proposed by Heyer et al. [38] for genetic sequence clustering. It is based
on the unique constraint of the cluster diameter, as a user-defined parameter. For the
QT_clustering, we define the cluster diameter as the maximal distance existing among
any two members of the cluster. The QT_clustering is an iterative algorithm and starts
with a global set that includes all the elements (e.g node coordinates) of the data set, and
then returns a set of clusters that respect the quality threshold. Such threshold is defined
in terms of the cluster diameter.

First, for each element, a candidate cluster seeded by this element is formed. Such
cluster is iteratively added by other elements. Each iteration adds the element that min-
imizes the increase in cluster diameter. The process continues until no element can be
added without surpassing the diameter threshold. A second candidate cluster is formed
by starting with the second element and repeating the procedure. Note that all elements
are made available to the second candidate cluster. That is, the elements from the first
candidate cluster are not removed from consideration. The process continues for all ele-
ments. At the conclusion of this stage, we have a set of candidate clusters. The number
of candidate clusters is equal to the number of elements, and many candidate clusters
overlap. At this point, the largest candidate cluster is selected and retained. The ele-
ments it contains are removed from consideration and the entire procedure is repeated
on the smaller set. A possible termination criterion is when the largest remaining cluster
has fewer elements than some specified threshold.

3.3 Self-Clustering process

In this section we describe how we exploit the QT_clustering algorithm to provide
a distributed self-organized clustering process, based on the knowledge of a subset of
nodes’ coordinates in a metric space, resulting from running a positioning system to
estimate network distances. We will denote by (direct) neighbors the set of peer nodes
that are used as neighbors in the ICS for the purpose of coordinate computation. We
will also denote by long-sight neighbors, the union of these (direct) neighbors and the
neighbors’ neighbors (i.e., node’s 2-hop neighbors). For instance, if a node has 32
neighbors in order to estimate its coordinates, its long-sight neighbors will be formed
by at most 1024 nodes.

3.3.1 Description

The general idea of our clustering algorithm is to distribute the clustering tasks
among nodes in the network relying not only on measurements towards a potential exist-
ing cluster, but also on their knowledge of the coordinates of their long-sight neighbors.
In other words, if a node wakes up (with respect to the clusters algorithm) and does
not find directly an existing cluster it may belong to, it tries to construct such cluster
based on the coordinates as provided by the ICS it is running. In such a way, nodes that
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do wake up earlier try to create clusters that their peers waking up later may join. Put
simply, nodes perform trailblazing of the network conditions, to construct the clusters
in a distributed way, while optimizing the needed overhead. Three main advantages
could then be considered. Firstly nodes do not need global knowledge of nodes in the
network, nor distances between these nodes, nor a common landmark/anchor infrastruc-
ture. Secondly the network is not overloaded by measurements performed to obtain the
cluster structure. And thirdly the network is able to self-construct the clusters that may
exist.

During the cluster forming phase, nodes are initially in a waiting mode. Each node
waits for an initiator timer according to an exponential random distribution, computed
as described in section 3.3.2. The clustering process follows the procedure presented in
Algorithm 1 and can be described as follows: each time a node wakes up, it gets the list
of existing cluster heads in the network. Although such information could be obtained
by requesting the set of long-sight neighbors that the node is aware of, we choose to
perform this information retrieval by exploiting the communication already established
at the level of the ICS. Existing cluster heads are propagated in the network by simply
piggybacking in the classical ICS messages the identity of the cluster head(s) of clus-
ter(s) a node belongs to. Considering these already existing clusters, each node verifies
its membership to one of them. If the measurement towards the cluster head satisfies
the cluster diameter, say D, meaning that such distance is less than D/2, the node sim-
ply joins such cluster by sending a JOIN message to the cluster head. Our previous
study [3] showed that when the cluster diameter does not exceed a fixed threshold (e.g
140ms), intra-cluster paths are less likely victims of severe TIVs. Following this obser-
vation, for our simulations, we set the upper bound of the cluster diameter D to 140ms.
Finding a way to adapt automatically this upper bound to the network is one of our fu-
ture work. Depending on the maximum number of clusters a node can join, say k, such
procedure could be repeated with other cluster heads.

Nevertheless if none of the distances to existing cluster heads satisfies the clustering
criterion, the node starts the QT-clustering algorithm on the basis of the coordinates of
its long-sight neighbors. It is worth noticing that this clustering is just a first approx-
imation. Indeed coordinates may be subject to distance estimations errors, resulting
from inaccuracies in coordinates. However this gives the node an approximate view of
its neighbors positions, and in particular of the clusters that could be formed from this
approximation. This first coordinate-based clustering phase allows the node to identify
a set of clusters in the metric space of the ICS. This set of clusters is then subject to a
verification according to direct measurements.

When a node has verified that its distance to an identified cluster head satisfies the
clustering criterion, it decides to inform this potential cluster head that it should create
a cluster, and waits for a confirmation. The cluster creation is conditioned by the accep-
tance of the requested cluster head. In fact, a potential cluster head could refuse to lead
a cluster because of load constraints, or more specifically because its actual distance to
an already existing cluster head has been considered too short. To this end, when a node
is informed that it is a potential cluster head, it measures its distance to the list of cluster
heads it is aware of. If at least one of these distances is less than α × D/2, for some
1 < α < 2, distance between the two cluster heads is considered too short to construct
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Algorithm 1 Procedure when a node wakes up
1: if The node is already in at least one cluster then
2: The node goes back to sleep;
3: else
4: The node gets the list of existing cluster heads (known by its long-sight neigh-

bors);
5: The node measures RTTs to all existing cluster heads;
6: Let C be the list of existing cluster heads within a range RTT < D;
7: if C 6= ∅ then
8: The node joins at most the k nearest clusters whose heads are in C;
9: else

10: Let S be the list of coordinates of the node’s long-sight (1-hop and 2-hop)
neighbors;

11: The node runs a QT-Clustering on S ⇒ This returns a set of clusters;
12: if The node is in none of these clusters then
13: The node goes back to sleep;
14: else
15: The node selects a cluster head in its cluster;
16: The node measures the RTT to this new potential cluster head;
17: if RTT > D/2 then
18: The node goes back to sleep;
19: else
20: The node freezes all of its long-sight neighbors (by sending them a mes-

sage);
21: if A neighbor answers that it is already frozen by another node then
22: The node goes back to sleep;
23: else
24: After a short while the node notifies the selected cluster head and waits

for confirmation;
25: if Confirmation is positive then
26: The node joins the cluster;
27: else
28: The node goes back to sleep;
29: end if
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33: end if
34: end if

a new cluster, and the request is refused. In this case, the node that identifies this cluster
head is informed of this refusal and goes back to sleep. Otherwise, i.e. if the cluster
is created, nodes that wake up later follow this decision and consider the cluster head
among the list of existing cluster heads.

The algorithm relies on self-organization of nodes. When a node decides to join
a cluster, two variants could drive the process of nodes joining the identified clusters.
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The first variant, with the main goal of speeding the clustering process, is to inform
all identified nodes in a cluster of their potential membership to such cluster, and let
them check this fact with direct measurements. The second variant trades off the speed
of cluster creation against a reduced measurement overhead. In this case nodes never
inform others that they may belong to a newly created cluster, and let them discover this
fact when they wake up.

Finally it is worth noticing that the wake-up procedure allows also some adaptation
to changes in the network. Since distances in the network may evolve over time, in-
cluding the distances of nodes towards their identified cluster head(s), a node should
not stick to any cluster, and should also verify its membership to additional clusters
due to new network conditions. Waking up from time to time, following the distributed
scheduling as presented in 3.3.2, allows them to check their membership to existing
clusters, and thereby adapt to changes in network conditions.

3.3.2 Distributed Scheduling of wake-up timers

During the cluster forming phase, nodes are initially in a waiting mode. Each
node waits for an initiator timer according to an exponential random distribution, i.e.
f(ti) = λi.e

−λi.ti , where λi = λ0.(ni/Ni); ni being the number of non already clus-
tered nearby neighbors, and Ni being the total number of known long-sight nearby
neighbors. By nearby nodes we refer to nodes whose coordinates indicate that they
are (likely to be) within some specified range. To set the timer according to an expo-
nential random distribution, we set pt = random(0,1), compute λi as described above
and let ti = (−1/λi).ln(1 − pt). The wake-up timer could then be computed as
timer = min(ti, MAX_Timer). From the expression of ti it is obvious that the timer
decreases when λi increases. Therefore such timer will ensure that the nodes with more
residual non-clustered neighbors have more opportunities to (re)initiate the clustering
algorithm, since their timer is more likely to elapse before other nodes. The main idea
behind this exponential backoff scheduling is to load-balance the clustering process as
initiated by nodes in the network, while optimizing the time needed to construct and
join the clusters.

We can also expect that in one MAX_Timer period enough nodes initiate the clus-
tering algorithm. To this end the selection of λ should satisfy the following inequation:

Prob(t > MAX_Timer) ≤ 1− p

where p is the expected percentage of nodes initiating the algorithm. Therefore, in such
a case

∫ +∞

MAX_Timer

f(t)dt ≤ 1− p => λ ≥ −(ln(1− p)/MAX_Timer)) (3.1)

Based on (3.1) we can calculate λ needed to ensure that a percentage of nodes initiate
the algorithm, at least in the initial state, when nodes are not clustered yet. From (3.1)
we can conclude that λmin = −(ln(1− p)/MAX_Timer) is sufficient to ensure this.
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3.4 Analyzing the Clusters

We performed a set of simulations using two datasets: the p2psim data, a set of 1740
nodes [39] and Meridian data, comprising 2500 nodes [40] to model Internet latencies
based on real world measurements.

In our simulations, we allowed nodes to join at most two clusters (k = 2) and we set
the expected maximum cluster diameter D to 140ms for the King dataset and to 80ms
for the Meridian dataset, following recommendations in [3]. The maximal timer for a
sleeping node is set to 5 minutes and the minimum distance between any two cluster
heads is fixed to 3/2 × D/2 (i.e. α = 3/2). As we used coordinates as provided
by an ICS in the first step of our self-organised clustering, we deployed the Vivaldi
system [32] as a prominent representative of purely P2P coordinate systems. Each node
runs the Vivaldi system, setting the number of its neighbors to 32 and our results are
obtained for a 2-dimensional coordinate space. In [32], authors show that the more
dimensions an Euclidean space has, the more accurate the coordinates are. Similarly,
the more neighbors a node has, the more accurate the system is1. However, we choose
not to illustrate our results by using more accurate coordinates, for ease of deployment
and low computing loads, at the cost of some loss in clusters accuracy.

We evaluate the performance of our clustering algorithm with respect to three main
indicators. (i) The clusters quality: it is the deviation between the expected cluster di-
ameter and the actual diameter. (ii) The convergence time: it is the time needed by our
distributed algorithm to cluster 95% of the nodes in the system. This allows us to differ-
entiate between the initial phase of the algorithm, when clusters are yet in the construc-
tion process, and the steady state, when nodes continue to manage their membership to
already constructed clusters. Finally, we measured (iii) The overhead: it is the number
of exchanged messages and the number of measurements performed. We can further
split the overhead during the initial phase and during the steady state. We compare
the two variants of our algorithm, and when needed we compare our distributed self-
clustering algorithm to a centralized approach. All algorithms used are implemented
and evaluated in R environment [41].

3.4.1 Clusters Quality

We can evaluate the cluster quality according to the deviation between the expected
cluster diameter, as we set it in the QT_clustering and the actual diameter as obtained
after our self-organised clustering process reaches its steady state. However, the cluster
size is also an important parameter we should mention. A cluster populated with only a
few nodes, even though its diameter is optimal, may be of little use.

To evaluate the clustering quality in terms of cluster diameter, we observe in figures
3.1(a) and 3.1(b), the Cumulative Distribution of the actual delays (RTTs) between the
members of the same identified cluster (called intra-cluster RTTs). These figures show,

1As shown in [3], the triangle inequality violations phenomena prevents a perfect mapping between
latency and coordinates, even for high-dimensional spaces. Coordinates are deemed to be inaccurate.
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Figure 3.1: CDF of the RTT of the intra-cluster paths.

for both data sets, the proportion of nodes that actually violate the diameter constraint.
We compare the proportion of these violations for the two variants of our clustering
algorithm, and for a centralized approach. In this case, a centralized approach consists
in emulating a centralized entity that collects the coordinates of all nodes in the sys-
tem, computes in a centralized way clusters resulting from these coordinates using the
QT_clustering and then informs all nodes of the identified cluster heads. These nodes
verify their membership to these clusters, and join clusters if the diameter constraint
with their cluster heads is verified. Otherwise, they are considered as outliers. The main
reason why we compare our algorithm to such a centralized algorithm is to evaluate how
partial knowledge of neighborhood and coordinates impact our clustering performance.

Figure 3.1(a) shows that more than 85% of the intra-cluster links satisfy the cluster
diameter constraint, with an RTT less than the expected diameter. The same trend is
observed in Figure 3.1(b) for the Meridian dataset, with more than 95% of clustered
nodes scattered in delimited clusters, respecting the expected cluster diameter of 140ms.
We also note that both variants are achieving the same performance, which is actually
not surprising, since the main difference between our two variants is when nodes join a
cluster, and not how they join it. The centralized approach creates slightly more accurate
clusters. However, this little difference is overwhelmed by onerous cost induced by a
centralized approach that needs global knowledge of both coordinates and nodes in the
system.

Performing a QT_clustering based on coordinates of long-sight neighbors gives us
a first approximation of nodes positioning. Even though nodes measure network dis-
tances, as RTTs, towards identified cluster heads, this does not prevent some mutual
distances between cluster members to be above the expected diameter, due to TIVs.
Using coordinates reduces the proportion of diameter violations, but since coordinates
“only” provide distance estimates, with intrinsic errors, errors may always exist.

As shown in Table 3.1, the number of clusters identified by our algorithm ranges
from 9 to 11 for both variants. However, we can in both cases consider 3 main clusters,
with an average population of 700 nodes each for the King dataset, and 1260 nodes as an
average population of each cluster in the Meridian dataset. The percentage of nodes that
have not been clustered are roughly 3.8% of nodes existing in the system. The bottom
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Cooperative Variant Selfish Variant

King Meridian King Meridian

Number of clusters 9 9 11 9

Number of outliers (unclustered nodes) 67 81 68 102

Total Number of pings 11116 17003 20125 18075

Total Number of messages (excluding pings) 1582 2300 843 246

Convergence time (seconds) 1875 1658 1658 2300

Ping rate before convergence (pings/s) 4.48 8.05 9.95 6.45

Mean ping rate before convergence (pings/node×s) 0.0026 0.003 0.0057 0.0026

Max ping rate before convergence (pings/node×s) 0.027 0.038 0.0398 0.023

Mean msg rate before convergence (msg/node×s) 0.0005 0.0006 0.0003 4 10−5

Max msg rate before convergence (msg/node×s) 0.403 0.635 0.23 0.049

Mean ping rate after convergence (pings/node×s) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002

Max ping rate after convergence (pings/node×s) 0.03 0.032 0.034 0.022

Mean msg rate after convergence (msg/node×s) 10−6 6 10−7 3 10−7 6 10−7

Max msg rate after convergence (msg/node×s) 0.0007 0.0003 0.0002 0.0005

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the clustering process

part of Table 3.1 will be presented later.

3.4.2 Convergence time

To separate the initial phase from steady state, we analyze the evolution of the num-
ber of clustered nodes versus the number of awakenings (and hence versus the number
of clustering process calls) for both variants. As depicted in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b),
the curves labeled “Selfish Variant” follow linear evolutions. Such observation is ex-
pected since at most one node can join a cluster at each awakening, and then the growth
of the number of clustered nodes can be at best linear. Clusters in the “Cooperative”
variant may cumulate node membership with each node’s awakening, because informa-
tion of potential membership to a newly created cluster is sent by the creator of a cluster
to identified members. In the curves labeled “Cooperative approach”, we can then ob-
serve for both data sets the steps corresponding to a set of nodes joining simultaneously
a defined cluster. Such steps allow this variant to cluster more than 95% of nodes in
1210 awakenings for the King dataset and in 1854 awakenings for the Meridian dataset,
whereas the “Selfish” takes more occurrences, up to 2749 awakenings. Such faster clus-
tering comes at the expense of costs of spreading information and exchanged messages,
we will discuss in the following section.

Let us consider that our system is in the steady state if at least 95% of existing nodes
have been clustered. Although such parameter relies on our a priori knowledge of the
number of outliers in the system, and hence on the minimum number of nodes that can
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the number of clustered nodes

be clustered, it gives us however a suitable way to separate the initial phase from the
steady state. It is important to notice that the convergence time, although different in
terms of number of awakenings, is roughly the same in real time (in seconds) spent
to cluster 95% of the nodes, as shown in table 3.1. This confirms our choice of the
exponential-backoff strategy to set timers. Recall from section 3.3.2, that our algorithm
will ensure that the greater the λ, the lower the timer, giving hence more opportunity
to (re)initiate the clustering algorithm. This guarantees a higher probability to initiate
the clustering algorithm in a “area” populated by nodes that have not been clustered
yet. This gives a way to adjust the awakening rate according to the number of clustered
nodes independently from the number of nodes existing in the system. Such trend is
emphasized in the “Cooperative variant” where the convergence time is less than 2000
seconds for both data sets. Next we discuss the cost of the self-clustering algorithm.

3.4.3 Overhead
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Figure 3.3: Induced Overhead: exchanged messages and performed measurements

To observe the control messages and measurement overhead, we differentiate be-
tween the two states of the system: the initial phase (when clusters are built) and the
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steady state. We observe the induced overhead as the number of measurements per-
formed, but also as the number of exchanged messages during the clustering process.
Figure 3.3(a) depicts the cumulative number of exchanged messages versus time (up to
one hour). We do not consider the JOIN messages sent by clustered nodes to their
cluster heads, but focus on the difference that may exist between the two variants of the
algorithm.

The sharp rise of the curves in the initial phase is due to the fact that, at the be-
ginning of the algorithm, nodes have the same probability to wake-up, since all nearby
neighbors are not clustered yet. We manage to resolve such potential conflictual situa-
tion using the Freeze messages, sent to the long-sight neighbors, when a node identifies
a cluster head, and waits for its confirmation. We are more likely to encounter such
situations at the beginning of the algorithm. Moreover as very few nodes are clustered
in the initial phase, more clusters are created, leading to more exchanged messages and
measurements.

We can observe from figure 3.3(a) that, as expected, the cumulative number of mes-
sages by the “Selfish variant” is less important than the “Cooperative variant”. It is
however important to observe that the number of exchanged messages induced by newly
created clusters is very low after the initial phase. Once the system reaches the steady
state, no more messages, are exchanged. The low message exchange rate observed dur-
ing the initial phase is confirmed by our results in table 3.1 with very low message rates
of the scale of 10−4 per node per second as average values, and a maximum of 0.635
message/node×second.

In figure 3.3(b) we observe the cumulative number of measurements performed to-
wards the identified cluster heads (typically ping messages). We see again that the ma-
jor overhead is induced during the initial phase. We observe more pings initially, when
nodes initiate their clustering process, with a maximum ping rate of 0.034 ping/node×
second. Such very low overall ping rate per node is promising for large scale deploy-
ment of our clustering scheme.

3.5 Conclusion

We have presented a distributed self-organized clustering process suitable for both
ICS accuracy enhancement, and scalable network-aware overlay deployment. We have
shown that, although ICS systems suffer from inaccuracies resulting from triangle in-
equality violations in the Internet, they can be exploited to construct efficient clustering
schemes in a distributed way. Indeed, the proposed clustering process is based on a first
approximation of node positioning using coordinates, along with an adaptive back-off
strategy that allows load-balanced construction of clusters. We also present two vari-
ants of such clustering process that trade off the convergence time against the induced
overhead. However, the two variants have been shown to be effective, enjoying good
clustering performance, while achieving a very good trade-off between scalability and
convergence time. Indeed, nodes are able to identify and join their clusters in a reason-
able amount of time, while rarely violating the diameter constraints, and they still do
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not trigger too frequent measurements.

Although we focused on Vivaldi for distance estimates and experimentations, the
algorithm proposed for clustering is independent of the coordinate system used. Our
proposed scheme would then be general enough to be applied in the context of coordi-
nates computed by any Internet coordinate systems.
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Chapter 4

A Budgeted Approach to
Correlation-Aware Resource
Placement

4.1 Introduction

In ANA, it is typical to have a large number of entities (compartments, bricks, etc.)
storing and utilizing network resources. These resources may be characterized differ-
ently depending on the scenario, such as data objects in distributed databases, or a shared
printer, or other participating machines in the network. While a measure of cost is of-
ten dependent upon the given scenario, cost is generally coupled with the volume of
communication between network entities such as compartments in the ANA setting.
In turn, the communication between compartments is dependent upon the allocation
of resources in the network. There are several scenarios characterized by frequent ac-
cess to limited and multiple resources. For instance, complex queries in distributed
databases often require aggregation of several objects. Another example is the use of
keyword indices by search engines in order to resolve user queries in a timely fash-
ion. The location of resources has an impact on the efficiency of the overall system.
For example, if resources A and B are often requested together, but stored at different
locations, the communication overhead incurred by queries for these resources can be
significantly greater than if A and B are colocated. In this work, we consider the com-
munication costs between network entities and we model the task of resource placement
using a known graph optimization problem. Under this model, the goal is to distribute
resources to locations in a network such that the maximum cost between any given pair
of partitions is bounded.

To compute correlation values, we utilize data on prior network transactions. There-
fore, we assume that knowledge of the communication trends is available either in the
form of traffic engineering matrices, snapshots of past communications, or design con-
siderations. For instance, Internet Service Providers routinely trace traffic in P2P net-
works and this information can be used to improve network performance [42]. In ANA,
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monitoring compartments can offer the necessary data for generating correlation val-
ues. Naturally, this approach raises the question of whether such correlations are stable
enough over a sufficient period of time to warrant the additional computational costs
of a correlation-aware placement scheme. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that
resource correlations do remain stable over month-long periods [43]. With these as-
sumptions considered, this report focuses on describing and evaluating our resource
placement scheme.

4.2 An Abstract Model of Resource Placement

As an abstract model of resource placement, we use the MIN-MAX MULTIWAY

CUT problem as defined in [44]. Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with weighted
edges and a subset of the vertices T = {t1, ..., tk} which are called terminals, a mul-
tiway cut is a partition of V into disjoint sets S1, ..., Sk, such that Si contains ti for
i = 1, ..., k. The goal in the MIN-MAX MULTIWAY CUT problem is to partition V into
these disjoint sets such that the maximum cut between any two partitions (or sets) is
minimized. In the context of ANA, terminals and their corresponding partitions may
represent compartments and this objective function is important as it allows us to bound
the maximum amount of cost incurred by any given compartment. If the size of the
cut is related to the cost of communication between two partitions, then the MIN-MAX

MULTIWAY CUT problem seeks to fairly distribute this cost over all partitions.

The ability to specify a budget between any two partitions incorporates a ‘fairness’
aspect that distinguishes this work from a number of other resource placement models.
By minimizing the aggregate or average notion of cost, it is possible for some network
participants to suffer a disproportionate amount of traffic. This is true, even if load-
balancing is maintained; that is, the burden of accommodating resources in the network
is evenly distributed amongst all nodes. Here, we are not concerned with the number
of resources allocated to a compartment, but rather with the cost of inter-partition traf-
fic incurred by holding such items. With abundant availability of disk-space, we treat
bandwidth and latency as principal aspects in our model. Still, even without being con-
cerned with disk-space, we are interested in achieving an equitable distribution of work
amongst all nodes. More precisely, we do not want a node v to participate in an intol-
erable number of transactions that involve multiple other nodes as this would cause v
to incur an unfair amount of cost. In our model, the role of a budget between any two
resources is coupled with the amount of communication cost incurred by requests for
these objects. Consequently, the budget allows bounding of the communication over-
head between partitions.

4.3 Related Work

Our work differs from a number of previous treatments on data placement where cost
metrics are not motivated by correlation and, moreover, the notion of cost is measured
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as an aggregate [45] or average [46] across the entire network. Closely related recent
work in [43] explicitly addresses the use of correlation in placing objects in a network.
The authors formulate the problem as an integer linear program and use a randomized
rounding procedure to achieve a solution. However, the objective function is, again,
aimed at minimizing an aggregate notion of cost as opposed to a budgeted approach to
communication cost as we establish in this work.

Our core model is based on MIN-MAX MULTIWAY CUT problem which was in-
troduced by Tardos and Svitkina [44]. The MIN-MAX MULTIWAY CUT problem is
NP-complete and approximating it relies on obtaining an efficient solution to a sub-
problem called the MAXIMUM SIZE BOUNDED CAPACITY CUT problem. In [44],
the authors cite an algorithm developed in [47] to achieve a polylogarithic approxima-
tion. However, the algorithm of [47] is extremely intricate and, several years after the
theoretical result, no implementation exists. Moreover, due to the large number of con-
straints, this algorithm is likely to be extremely computationally intensive, even for very
small problem instances. Our work incorporates an efficient heuristic based on the tech-
nique of semidefinite programming (SDP). SDP has figured prominently in the design
of approximation algorithms for many NP-complete problems. For instance, SDP has
been employed in the development of heuristics for problems in the areas of phylogenic
reconstruction [48], machine learning [49], sensor network layout [50], bioinformat-
ics [51] and graph partitioning [52]. These results have demonstrated that heuristics can
benefit greatly from this optimization technique.

4.4 Overview of Results

We provide and analyze a heuristic approach to a core subproblem of MIN-MAX

MULTIWAY CUT known as Maximum Size Bounded Capacity Cut (MAXSBCC) which
is NP-complete. While the theoretical guarantees given in [44] are superior, we achieve
an analysis that leads us to a promising heuristic approach. It is noteworthy that the
results in [44] approximate only the capacity of the cut and not the size of the source
partition. In contrast, our heuristic allows for a performance trade off between the source
size and the total cut capacity. We implement and test our heuristic using both synthetic
and empirical data to show that this algorithm performs well, even in comparison to
the optimal solution. Finally, we perform experimental testing of a correlation-aware
data placement algorithm based on our heuristic approach using real-world data. Our
experiments show that our heuristic exhibits promising performance.

4.4.1 The SDP Algorithm

In order to solve the MIN-MAX MULTIWAY CUT problem, we solve a subproblem
known as the MAXIMUM-SIZE BOUNDED-CAPACITY CUT (MAXSBCC) problem in-
troduced in [44]. The input is an undirected graph G = (V, E) with weights on the
vertices w(v), capacities on the edges c(e), source and sink vertices vs, vt ∈ V , and an
integer B. For a set of vertices S, let δ(S) be the total sum of the capacities of edges
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with one endpoint in S and the other in V − S and let w(S) denote the total sum of the
weights of vertices in S. The MAXSBCC problem is to find an s-t cut (S, T ) such that
δ(S) ≤ B, and w(S) =

∑
v∈S w(v) is maximized. A (α, β)-bicriteria approximation

algorithm for MAXSBCC is an algorithm that, given an instance of MAXSBCC with
an optimal solution (S∗, T ∗), returns in polynomial time a solution (S ′, T ′) such that
δ(S ′) ≤ αB and w(S ′) ≥ βw(S∗) where α ≥ 1 and 0 < β ≤ 1. To begin developing
our heuristic, consider the following quadratic program where variable xi corresponds
to vi ∈ V :

max
n∑

i=1

1 + xsxi

2
wi (4.1)

s.t.
∑
i<j

xixj wij ≥ M (4.2)

xsxt = −1 (4.3)
xi ∈ {−1, 1} (4.4)

where wi is the weight of vertex vi and wij is the weight of the edge (vi, vj) which is
zero if no such edge exists. Equation (1) counts the cumulative weight of the vertices in
S. Let τ denote the cumulative weight of the edges internal to the set T and let σ denote
the cumulative weight of the edges internal to the set S. Then Equation (2) counts
σ + τ − δ(S). Equation (3) states that the source and sink nodes must be in separate
partitions. Finally, the constraint xi ∈ {−1, 1} guarantees that each vertex belongs to
one and only one partition. We may treat each vertex variable xi as a vector vi and then
a semidefinite program can be formulated from the quadratic program in the standard
way; due to space constraints, we do not restate this. Our setup depends heavily on the
value M used in our program. This relationship suggests a heuristic approach whereby
we attempt to improve our solution quality by modifying M . Throughout, we refer
to such an approach by ALG(M) to reflect that the performance depends on the input
parameter M .

4.4.2 Our Full Heuristic: MaxSBCC Solver

Our SDP algorithm forms the basis of our full heuristic which we will now sketch.
By the above analysis, ALG(M) may offer solutions that exceed our desired bound.
However, by performing multiple iterations of ALG and modifying the value of M in our
semidefinite program formulation at each iteration, it may be possible to achieve a high
quality solution. We denote the output by the tuple (v, S, T, Bactual), the components
of which we now define. The variable v is a boolean variable with value true if the
solution returned is an s-t cut; false otherwise. S is the set of source side nodes and
T is the set of sink side nodes. Bactual is the bound resulting from our setting of M in
ALG.

The input into MAXSBCC SOLVER is the graph G = (V, E), our desired input
bound B0 and the number of iterations r. The core idea is to modify M at each iteration
of ALG until we arrive achieve a B value close, or equal, to our original desired bound
B0. M is modified by essentially performing a binary search through the possible values
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of the input bound B. MAXSBCC SOLVER begins by storing our original input bound
B0. The value of M is initially set to W (E) − 2B0. MAXSBCC SOLVER is executed
and the solution is checked for validity by inspecting the v value. If the solution is not
valid, this means that MAXSBCC SOLVER failed to find an s-t cut and we double our
input bound B. Otherwise, MAXSBCC SOLVER returns a valid solution and the Bactual

is examined. If Bactual is larger than our desired bound B0, we decrease B by dB/2je
where j denotes the number of iterations where a valid solution has been achieved.
Conversely, if Bactual is smaller than B0, we increase B by dB/2je. Otherwise, if
Bactual equals B0, then we can prove that MAXSBCC SOLVER(M) has provided a
solution such that δ(S) ≤ λ ·B and W (S) ≥ (1.823−λ)w(S∗) for some λ ∈ [0.823, 1]
and we simply return S. At the end of r iterations of this process, S is returned. If a valid
solution was found, the solution that gave a bound closest to B0 (ie. the iteration where
|B0 − Bactual| was smallest) is returned; note that we may have |S| > |S∗| since the M
we use may correspond to a bound higher than that ultimately desired. Otherwise, if no
valid solution was found, S will be empty; however, if there exists a cut of size B0 or
less, we can prove that our algorithm will return a valid cut with high probability1.

For the remainder of this report, we will refer to the MIN-MAX MULTIWAY CUT

algorithm, which uses MAXSBCC SOLVER to solve each instance of the MAXSBCC
problem, as MMMC; this is our full correlation-aware placement scheme.

4.5 MaxSBCC Solver: Experimental Results

Our first data set consists of three weighted (Table 1) Barabási-Albert scale free
graphs created using the BRITE topology generator [53]. Each graph is connected2,
consists of 300 vertices and edge capacities are exponentially distributed in the range
{1, ..., 1024}while node weights are chosen uniformly at random in the range {1, 1024}.
Our second data set consists of three weighted (Table 2) connected Waxman graphs [54]
of 300 nodes, with the same capacity and node weight distributions. Finally, we use a
real-world data set collected in [55] consisting of a trace of peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic and
containing information on data objects both advertised and queried over the course of
two months (Table 3). We restrict our use of this data to the mp3 files as it was demon-
strated in [55] that strong correlations exist between such objects. Correlation values
are derived for each object by examining how often file x and file y were colocated at a
peer. Edges with correlation values less than 0.25, using a p-value of 0.1, are discarded
yielding a connected component of 358 nodes which we used. Each correlation value is
multiplied by a factor of 100 and rounded to the nearest integer in order to provide inte-
ger input values for the SDP program. We then select a node of minimum degree, dmin,
to be the source and a node of maximum degree, dmax, to be the sink. Budget values are
selected as even increments in the range [dmin, dmax]. For our experiments, we set r = 5.
For each problem instance, we formulate an integer linear program (ILP). Using the ILP
solver CPLEX [56], we can compare against the optimal solution. For our experiments

1With probability at least 1− 1
n where n = |V |.

2If the graph is disconnected, our algorithm can be used on each component individually. For sim-
plicity, we used only connected graphs in our experiments.
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Table 4.1: MAXSBCC Heuristic on Weighted Barabási-Albert Graphs
Trial B S δ S∗ δ∗ S/S∗, δ/δ∗

1

6 973 6 973 6 1.000, 1.000

1096 13409 1360 20362 1096 0.659, 1.241

2186 20951 2590 31666 2186 0.662, 1.185

3276 34038 3943 41133 3271 0.828, 1.205

4366 151828 4367 152244 4362 0.997, 1.001

5456 156249 5460 156243 5423 1.000, 1.007

5460 156249 5460 156249 5460 1.000, 1.000

2

14 369 14 369 14 1.000, 1.000

751 10592 959 13222 743 0.801, 1.291

1488 13000 1496 23478 1487 0.554, 1.006

2225 22865 2332 31874 2223 0.717, 1.049

2962 151079 2976 151003 2940 1.001, 1.012

3699 155300 3702 155284 3656 1.000, 1.013

3702 155300 3702 155300 3702 1.000, 1.000

3

3 917 3 917 3 1.000, 1.000

770 14476 1073 14958 770 0.968, 1.393

1537 17647 1572 24342 1532 0.725, 1.026

2304 22645 2317 33561 2304 0.675, 1.006

3071 147415 3065 147992 3064 0.996, 1.000

3838 151589 3838 151589 3838 1.000, 1.000

we use the SDP solver ‘SemiDefinite Programming Algorithm in Matlab’ [57].

Tables 1-3 provide the results of MAXSBCC SOLVER in the S and δ columns, while
the optimum solution is given in the S∗ and δ∗ columns; the performance is promising.
We also note that MAXSBCC SOLVER performs relatively quickly, completing within
no more than 4 hours on a machine utilizing a single 1.3 GHz Intel Itanium2 CPU
running SuSE Linux. In comparison, the trials with CPLEX frequently required up to
48 hours on the same system.

4.6 Solution Quality of MMMC

Using the data set from [55], the most widely held 2000 mp3 files are extracted.
Pair-wise correlations are computed between all data objects and we discard edges with
a correlation value below a cutoff point c which differs per trial. The edge capacities
were then multiplied by a factor of 100 and rounded to the nearest integer. For each
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Table 4.2: MAXSBCC Heuristic on Weighted Waxman Graphs
Trial B S δ S∗ δ∗ S/S∗, δ/δ∗

1

13 916 13 916 13 1.000, 1.000

344 6047 289 9049 342 0.668, 0.845

675 8987 642 15041 675 0.598, 0.951

1006 149667 1125 149377 991 1.002, 1.135

1337 150765 1366 150501 1256 1.001, 1.088

1668 151290 1668 151290 1668 1.000, 1.000

2

11 78 11 78 11 1.000, 1.000

343 5844 459 6705 336 0.872, 1.366

675 157520 606 156514 606 1.006, 1.000

1007 157520 1051 157146 987 1.002, 1.065

1339 158254 1672 157520 1051 1.005, 1.591

1672 158254 1672 158254 1672 1.000, 1.000

3

15 631 15 631 15 1.000, 1.000

387 8372 367 9895 385 0.846, 0.953

759 12554 734 15957 756 0.787, 0.971

1131 159297 1173 157260 1106 1.013, 1.061

1503 160081 1474 160115 1471 0.999, 1.002

1876 161490 1876 161490 1876 1.000, 1.000

trial, τ terminal nodes are chosen uniformly at random from the total number of nodes
N and the input bound was chosen to be an arbitrary value of 1000. MMMC is then run
for a single iteration on the graph problem. To evaluate the quality of our solution, we
compare against two other algorithms. The first is a simple random placement of nodes
to partitions which models the behavior we would expect from employing a secure hash
function; we denote this algorithm by RANDOM. The second is a greedy algorithm that
begins with a random assignment to partitions and then attempts to reduce the size of the
maximum cut by reassigning vertices. In particular, each non-terminal node involved
in a maximum cut is tested in all other partitions. If such a relocation reduces the
maximum cut, the new assignment is kept; otherwise, the node remains at its original
location. This process continues until we reach the case where no reduction can be
obtained; this algorithm is denoted by GREEDY. Table 4.4 provides the results of our
experiments. The longest running experiment consisted of 1256 nodes with 7 terminals
and the running time of MMMC was under 8 hours. Over all four trials, MMMC
demonstrates superior performance in the size of the maximum cut.
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Table 4.3: MAXSBCC Heuristic on P2P Data
B S δ S∗ δ∗ S/S∗, δ/δ∗

25 159975 25 159975 25 1.000, 1.000

115 160957 127 163526 113 0.984, 1.124

205 166445 228 165908 202 1.003, 1.129

295 167438 278 167108 278 1.002, 1.000

385 167825 354 168476 381 0.996, 0.929

476 176567 476 176567 476 1.000, 1.000

Table 4.4: MIN-MAX MULTIWAY CUT Experiments
Trial c N τ RANDOM GREEDY MMMC

1 0.30 111 4
1290 831 34

1475 888 66

1222 875 39

2 0.28 379 5
2708 2273 163

2495 2190 300

2480 1962 136

3 0.26 813 6
3756 2990 152

3567 3179 238

3514 3114 219

4 0.24 1256 7
5246 4145 288

5208 4060 256

5297 4556 538

4.6.1 Queries and a Reduction in Communication Overhead

We assume a multi-administrative network where users in the network are issuing
text queries and the cost of resolving a query within the domain of the particular issuer
of the query is inexpensive, while communication between administrative domains is
costly. We consider the problem of placing inverted indices such that 1) the communi-
cation overhead between domains during query resolutions is reduced and 2) no domain
is involved in an excessive number of transactions involving multiple domains.

To this end, we employed the query data3 collected by the authors in [55]. This
data set consists of 5462 queries by users in the network where each query consists
of several terms. Using the SMART ‘stoplist’ [58], these queries were pruned to re-
move trivial terms4. From this data set, the K most prevalent terms were extracted and

3We are using all query data, not just queries related to mp3 files.
4This pruning did not reduce the number of queries, but did result in the removal of stoplist terms
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Figure 4.1: (a) The number of unique domain accesses per query aggregated over all
queries, for each trial. The budgeted correlation-aware resource placement scheme
achieves substantially less unique domain accesses. (b) The total percentage of queries
that can be resolved within a single domain. Of the remaining queries that require
accessing two or more domains to resolve, the percentage attributed to the domain in-
volved in the most number of such transactions is plotted.

correlation values between each pair were calculated. The most prevalent terms are
not necessarily correlated with one another, therefore we extracted the largest group of
terms that did share positive correlations. Represented as a connected component where
nodes are terms and edges are weighted by correlation values, this graph was input to
MMMC. We used 10 randomly chosen terminals to correspond to domains. There were
12 trials in total, consisting of 53, 144, 238, 336, 423, 523, 630, 734, 847, 956, 1064 and
1157 nodes, respectively. In each trial, all 5462 pruned queries were executed. For each
term in a particular query that matched a top key word in our trial, we collected data;
otherwise, the term was ignored.

If terms within a single query require accessing more than a single domain, then the
number of unique domains accessed provides a measure of communication overhead per
query. Figure 4.1a illustrates the sum of such access data over all queries. In comparison
with the placement scheme given by GREEDY, MMMC achieves substantially fewer
unique domain accesses over the course of executing all 5462 queries.

Aggregate knowledge on the number of unique domains accessed per query is use-
ful; however, we also desire more fine-grained information on how many queries re-
quired communication between two or more domains. Such data addresses both the
amount of communication overhead and also the aspect of fairness. Figure 4.1b depicts
data for both MMMC and GREEDY on the number of queries that were resolved through
a single domain only and the number of queries that required two or more domain ac-
cesses. For MMMC, at least 81% of all queries could be resolved at a single domain.
Moreover, for Trial 4 and above, this value grew to be 95% or more. In contrast, a signif-
icantly smaller percentage of queries were resolved at a single domain using GREEDY.

from a large number of queries.
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In terms of fairness, with MMMC, no domain participated in transactions with other
machines for more than 19% of the queries. This value can be dissected further by
examining how much of this 19% is attributed to each domain. Figure 4.1b gives this
information; no domain is ever forced to participate in more than 14% of these transac-
tions involving more than one domain. Moreover, this value decreases substantially as
the number of key words is increased, dropping well below 5% after Trial 4.

4.7 Conclusion

We have proposed a novel budgeted correlation-aware resource placement scheme
that can be used for configuring compartments in ANA. A heuristic was developed for
solving the MAXSBCC problem which is a critical component of the MIN-MAX MUL-
TIWAY CUT problem that we employed as the core model for our placement scheme.
We analyzed and tested both our heuristic for MAXSBCC and our full correlation-
aware placement scheme using a number of data sets. The results of our experiments
were encouraging and demonstrated that our scheme can yield substantial savings in
communication overhead compared to a simple greedy heuristic. The assignment of
different budgets to different resource pairs, the use of negative correlation informa-
tion, and experimentation using data collected from the ANA testbed are all interesting
avenues of future work.
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Chapter 5

The stability of autonomic networks

5.1 Introduction

ANA is a largely distributed compartment-based network architecture wherein each
compartment are expected to self-regulate and self-manage. In this context, most con-
temporary centralized approach to network management and planning are inadequate
and novel techniques in self-optimization most be devised. Furthermore, system stabil-
ity is a critical issue in ANA. In this report, we document our analysis of system stability
in autonomic networks like ANA and propose a number of distributed self-optimization
techniques. In order to provide investigation and validation grounding for the proposed
self-optimization techniques, we stage the problem in application context that is rele-
vant in today’s Internet. The following paragraphs briefly introduce the two topics we
are covering in this report.

In autonomic networks, the interaction among large number of loosely associated
autonomic entities renders centralized management schemes infeasible due to lack of
global knowledge and control. Furthermore, The self-organizing and self-optimizing
natures of these networks and systems combined to create a highly dynamic environ-
ment for which the effectiveness of pre-planning and traffic engineering is severely ham-
pered. Thus, the global system behavior is a manifestation of individual entity behaviors
and the results of their actions on the environment. This interaction among the entities
and the environment could be described as: a finite population of self-motivated enti-
ties sharing a common collection of resources and attempting to maximize their own
utilities, where each entity requires certain level of service quality and the workloads
each entity places on the resources are non-negligible. It is uncertain how the individual
behavior of each entity affects the global environment as a whole and raises the criti-
cal question of global stability. Does there exist global stable state of operation? if so,
would the entities converge to such a state and how fast? To address these questions
of stability and convergence, game theory analysis is frequently used, in particular the
study of Congestion Games [59]. A congestion game models the interaction of individ-
ual players and their payoffs based on the amount of demand they place on resources,
thus creating varied level of resource utilization (i.e. congestion) of each resource. It
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is observed that when a congestion game exhibits a global potential, it guarantees the
existence of a pure Nash equilibrium and in some cases convergence is the natural re-
sult of selfish game plays without each player knowing the strategies and payoffs of
the other players. In the past, much analysis have been conducted to establish the ex-
istence of pure Nash equilibria in congestion games and to determine their complexity
(e.g. [59] [60] [61] [62]). In general, there is no guarantee that a pure Nash equilib-
rium exists in all congestion games [59], and when it does, the convergence bound on
asymmetric games with increasing quadratic cost function is still an open question. The
result of PLS-completeness proof [60] suggests that the convergence of a congestion
game in worst case could be exponential.

We consider games in the self-organizing and self-optimizing networking context,
and show that interesting scenarios such as self-configuring overlays and self-optimizing
service routing could be represented as asymmetric congestion games. In establishing
correspondence with the self-stabilization concept [63], we introduce the desirability of
equilibrium concept. Since the equilibrium obtained from the minimization of a po-
tential function is not necessarily desirable, we define a α-threshold congestion game in
which the minimization of the potential corresponds to a desirable equilibrium if the sys-
tem permits one. We show that convergence to such an equilibrium could be achieved in
O(LλCn) time based on a game transformation that is isomorphic in desirability. The
discussion of desirability led us to present variant concepts to price of anarchy [64],
called desirability ratio and social welfare ratio. Finally, we discuss the application
of our model in practice, presenting two improvement techniques: path searching un-
der best-reply dynamics and partial simultaneous moves. Simulations are conducted to
show the efficiency of our approach. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no
prior establishment of the desirability concept and its corresponding analysis.

5.2 Background and related work

Congestion games were first introduced by Rosenthal [65] and later formalized by
Monderer and Shapley [61]. It’s a class of games in which the cost of a resource is a
non-decreasing function depend on the number of players sharing the resource. A game
is called a potential game when there exists a potential function such that the increase
in utility of a player (or drop in cost) causes a decrease in potential. All potential games
have at least one pure Nash equilibrium. Monderer and Shapley showed that poten-
tial games are isomorphic to congestion games. However, Milchtaich [59] showed that
this is only the case for unweighed congestion games. A weighed congestion game in
which players may have different impacts on the cost function (i.e. varied load among
players) may not possess any pure Nash equilibrium. Fabrikant, Papadimitriou and Tal-
war [60] have shown that the complexity of finding a pure Nash equilibrium in asym-
metric congestion games is PLS-complete, and thus under the best-reply dynamic, there
exist convergence paths of exponential length.

On the topic of convergence to Nash equilibria in congestion games, the single-
commodity K-P model [66] is often used. Milchtaich [59] has shown polynomial time
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convergence exists for players with varied payoff functions. Goldberg [67] bounded the
convergence in such games to polynomial time, and Even-Dar and Mansour [68] consid-
ered the case in which all players can move simultaneously according to a Nash rerout-
ing policy and have found a polynomial time convergence bound. In multi-commodity
congestion games with simultaneous moves, whether convergenece to a pure Nash equi-
librium could be bounded is still an open question and examples could be found in
which convergence doesn’t occur. Because of its complexity, the study of convergence
in general congestion games has been mainly focused on finding convergence bound
to approximate solutions. Christodoulou, Mirrokni and Sidiropoulos [69] bounded the
solution after one round of best-response walk by all players to Θ(n)-approximate in
general case. Chien and Sinclair [70] showed that when the increase in cost of adding a
player is bounded (“bounded jump" condition), convergence to ε-Nash occurs in poly-
nomial time. In the game model we establish in this report, the cost jump by adding a
player is unbounded, and hence it is difficult to provide a bounded approximation be-
cause of the possibility of a player with low payoff gain is unwilling to move and thus
“locks out" another player’s chance of obtaining a high payoff gain. Goemans, Mirrokni
and Vetta [71] studied convergence of Nash dynamics to “sink equilibrium", which is
not an approximate of a pure Nash equilibrium. In fact, a sink equilibrium could be
formed by a group of cyclic states in some cases.

Game theoretical analysis has been conducted in many fields of network research
in the past (e.g. pricing, flow control, route stability, efficiency of wireless networks,
etc.). Some works have examined the existence of unique Nash equilibrium in non-
cooperative user-based routing environment [72] [73]. Orda, Rom and Shimkin [72]
have shown that in two-node multi-link network topology, there exists an unique Nash
equilibrium. For general networks, the uniqueness of Nash equilibrium is guaranteed
if the cost functions of links have diagonal strict convexity, the users share the same
source and destination and are symmetric in cost functions, or each user assigns positive
flows to all the links in the network. Altman et. al. [73] studied non-cooperative routing
games under general topology network with polynomial cost function. They have shown
the uniqueness of Nash equilibrium under bounded cost. Computation of the Nash
equilibrium is carried out as user-based global optimization problem where users have
the same source and destination, across parallel links and each user assigns positive
amount of flow on each links in the network. A special form of routing game termed
bottleneck routing game is investigated by Banner and Orda [74]. In such a game, the
user attempts to minimize the load of its bottleneck link, rather than to minimize the
end-to-end cost. The existence of Nash equilibrium is shown and for unsplittable flows,
polynomial time convergence bound is obtained.

5.3 The Game Models in Self-Managing Networks

The lack of global control and increase in localized decision making in self-managing
networks are well suited for game modeling because they present the interactions among
a finite number of players whose workload demands on the resources are non-negligible.
Furthermore, system instability and resource congestion are particularly adverse to their
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operations.

Figure 5.1: A Running Example of ΓD

With global knowledge and the presence of a central planner, solution to this prob-
lem could be obtained readily. However, in the self-managing network context, the
players make their own decisions under the condition of non-cooperation and with lim-
ited information. There is no guarantee that the overall system has any stable states,
and if so, whether convergence to a stable state is bounded. In providing answers to
these questions through game theory, we first present the description of a game model.
Consider the following game model specification:

Let ΓD = 〈N, {Yi}i∈N , {ui}i∈N〉 be a game in strategic form. N is the finite set of
players {1, . . . , n}, Yi is the finite set of strategies available to player i and ui : Y → <+

where Y = Y1 × Y2 . . . × Yn is the payoff function of player i. Given a finite set of
resources T = {t1, . . . , tm}, define Yi ⊂ 2T . Let Ai ∈ Yi be a strategy of player
i, A ∈ Y be a strategy profile, cj be the cost function of resource tj , and lj be the
normalized serving capacity of tj , then

ui(A) =
∑

j∈Ai
cj(A)

cj(A) =
xj(A)

lj

xj(A) = #{i ∈ N : tj ∈ Ai}

ΓD is a multi-commodity game that models the Scenarios described. Unlike single-
commodity models, a multi-commodity game does not limit the players from choosing
more than one resource in a single strategy. We observe that the cost function cj of
resource tj is a strictly increasing function solely depending on the number of players
using tj . Finally, the game is asymmetrical since each player may have very different
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strategy set (e.g. different overlays may be configured over different segments of the
network, and different service routes may have different source and destination pairs).
We assume this game is unweighed in that each player contributes equal workload to the
resources. In practice, service routes are splittable and overlay nodes could be replicated
such that this condition would hold. We show that such a congestion game has an exact
potential.

THEOREM 3.1: A congestion game ΓD = 〈N, {Yi}i∈N , {ui, }i∈N〉 has an exact
potential.

Define φ =
∑T

j=1

∑xj(A)
k=0

k
lj

. Given player i changes strategy from Ai to A′
i, the

change in potential is:

φi − φ′i =
∑

j∈(Ai∪A′
i)

xj(A)∑
k=0

k

lj
−

∑
j∈(A′

i∪Ai)

xj(A
′)∑

k=0

k

lj

=
∑

j∈(Ai−A′
i)

xj(A)

lj
−

∑
j∈(A′

i−Ai)

xj(A
′)

lj

= ui(A)− ui(A
′)

�

Thus, φ is an exact potential function of ΓD. Since a solution always exists when
minimizing the value of φ over Y , there must exist a pure Nash equilibrium in ΓD.

5.4 Self-stabilization and Desirability

5.4.1 Definition of desirability

In Dijkstra’s seminal work [63], he described a self-stabilizing system as a dis-
tributed system where individual component behaviors are determined by limited local
decision making and the global system must exhibit the following property: “regardless
of its initial state, it is guaranteed to arrive at a legitimate state in a finite number of
steps". Not only does the concept of self-stabilization describes some important prop-
erties of autonomy (e.g. self-configuration, self-optimization and self-recovery), it also
shows that such a system could be stable despite distributed control. The concept of
game theory fits well in the scope of self-stabilization. The existence of Nash equilib-
rium and bounded convergence satisfies the closure and convergence properties. In fact,
it offers a stronger sense of stability in that players arriving at an Nash equilibrium will
not seek an alternative strategy unilaterally.

A congestion game with an exact potential function not only is guaranteed to have
a pure Nash equilibrium, but also has the finite improvement property (FIP). Hence
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from an arbitrary state, following the best-reply path, the game is guaranteed to con-
verge to the pure Nash equilibrium over time, albeit exponential in worst case. Figure
5.1 shows a running example of a 8-player symmetrical congestion game following
our game model definition in Section 5.3. The table shows the payoffs of 2 players
under different strategy profiles, assuming the other 6 players have chosen their strate-
gies. The bold numbers are computed potential of the system under the specific profile.
A ‘*’ symbol besides a payoff indicates it is the player’s best-response to the other
player’s particular strategy. We see that indeed the state with the lowest potential is an
equilibrium between the two players. And in fact, this strategy profile is a pure Nash
equilibrium for this 8-player game.

Under this equilibrium state, we observe resource t5 is in an overloaded condition,
yet no player is willing to play another strategy. We argue that such a state is a bad
configuration for the overall system since some of the resources are overloaded (i.e. in
congestion). Conceptually, this problem arises because the set of Nash equilibrium in a
congestion game is not necessarily a proper subset of the “legitimate states" as described
under self-stabilization. Accordingly, we define the following:

DEFINITION 4.1: Let Γ = 〈N, {Yi}i∈N , {ui}i∈N〉 be a game in strategic form with
finite number of players over a finite collection of resources T={t1, . . . , tm}, where lj is
the capacity of tj . Let A be a strategy profile and Ai be the strategy of player i in A. A
is a desirable equilibrium iff. the following conditions are true:

ui(Ai, A−i) ≤ ui(A
′
i, A−i),∀i ∈ N(∀A′

i ∈ Yi, A
′
i 6= Ai)

and
#{i∈N :tj∈Ai}

αlj
≤ 1,∀tj ∈ T, 0 < α ≤ 1

This is a more strict form of the pure Nash equilibrium definition and therefore all
desirable equilibrium are pure Nash equilibrium. As a weaker argument, we define
desirable state as:

DEFINITION 4.2: Let Γ = 〈N, {Yi}i∈N , {ui}i∈N〉 be a game in strategic form with
finite number of players over a collection of resources T={t1, . . . , tm}, where lj is the
capacity of tj . Let A be a strategy profile and Ai be the strategy of player i in A. A is a
desirable state iff. the following condition is true:

#{i ∈ N : tj ∈ Ai}
αlj

≤ 1,∀tj, 0 < α ≤ 1 (5.1)

We call Eq. 5.1 the desirability condition. It is apparent that a desirable equilibrium
is also a desirable state. In general, the parameter α is set to be a threshold level of
the resource capacity such that the minimum quality of service required by the player
is guaranteed when the number of users of the resource does not exceed this threshold
(i.e. non-congestive state of a resource). It is apparent that the set of desirable states
corresponds to the set of “legitimate states" and a desirable equilibrium is a strict subset
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of these desirable states. In the remainder of this section, we will show the game model
of Section 5.3 could be modified to guarantee the existence of desirable equilibrium and
we bound its convergence in 5.5.

5.4.2 α-threshold congestion game

We now focus on developing a form of congestion game with desirable equilibrium
(if the system permits one). Our intuition is to define the resource cost as a function of
its users such that when the threshold capacity is exceeded, the resource cost becomes
a dominating term in the total cost of the players’ strategies. Formally, we define α-
threshold congestion game Γα as:

Let Γα = 〈N, {Yi}i∈N , {ui}i∈N〉 be a game in strategic form. N is the finite set of
players {1, . . . , n}, Yi is the finite set of strategies available to player i and ui : Y → <+

where Y = Y1 × Y2 . . . × Yn is the payoff function of player i. Given a finite set of
resources T = {t1, . . . , tm}, define Yi ⊂ 2T . Let Ai ∈ Yi be a strategy of player i,
A ∈ Y be a strategy profile, cj be the cost function of resource tj , lj be the normalized
serving capacity of tj , and α be the threshold parameter, then

ui(A) =
∑

j∈Ai
cj(A)

cj(A) = (
xj(A)

αlj
)λ, λ > 1, 0 < α ≤ 1

xj(A) = #{i ∈ N : tj ∈ Ai}

Γα is a multi-commodity asymmetric congestion game. The cost function has the
property that when λ is high, a resource with load level exceeding threshold has its cost
exponentially increased, while the cost of a resource below threshold is exponentially
reduced. Thus, any resource exceeding the threshold is a dominating term in the cost
of a player’s strategy that includes it. Furthermore, the value of α could be resource
specific. We note that this cost function is a quadratic increasing function. Its form fits
the traditional congestion cost model for network resources.

In practice, we can achieve similar effect using the following cost function:

{
(

xj(A)

αlj
)λ, xj(A) ≤ lj

(
xj(A)

αlj
)λ + ξ, xj(A) > lj

ξ is some integer constant (e.g. ξ ≈ 100). Hence λ can be kept low (e.g. λ ≈ 3).
For sake of analysis, we use the function (

xj(A)

αlj
)λ in the rest of the report, we note that

the results obtained in this report still follow when the above equation is used.

LEMMA 4.1: The α-threshold congestion game Γα has an exact potential.

The proof follows similar to that of Theorem 3.1.
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THEOREM 4.2: A α-threshold congestion game Γα has at least one desirable equi-
librium if there exist desirable states in the system.

This can be established via proof by contradiction. We omit the details for sake of
brevity.

5.5 Convergence to Desirable Equilibrium

In this section, we address the topic of convergence to desirable equilibrium in α-
threshold congestion games. We attempt to bound the convergence time of the game to
polynomial time. We first transform the game Γα into a binary factor form ΓT

α and show
there is a polynomial time convergence bound of O(LλCn). Furthermore, we establish
the isomorphic in desirability property between Γα and ΓT

α and hence show stability
obtained through ΓT

α is a desirable state in Γα.

We now define the transformed game ΓT
α as a congestion game in strategic form

identical to Γα except for a transformed resource collection and a transformed strategy
set. Let L = MAX{αlj}j∈T , construct the binary factor set B = {20, 21, . . . , 2blog2 Lc}.
For each resource tj in T , associate a resource set tTj ⊂ B in ΓT

α , such that
∑

k∈tTj
lk =

αlj . Hence, the set of resources in ΓT
α is a binary factoring of the resources in Γα. For

each strategy Ai of player i ∈ N , associate to Y T
i the set of strategies

∏
tj∈Ai

tTj . Thus,
each strategy Ai of a player i in Γα is expanded into a set of strategies over the binary
factoring of the resources in Ai.

THEOREM 5.1: convergence in the transformed game ΓT
α is bounded by O(LλCn).

ΓT
α is a α-threshold congestion game (α = 1) and hence it has a pure Nash equilib-

rium. When a player makes a move to a new state, it must be that the new state has a
better payoff (i.e. lower total cost) than the old state. Since ΓT

α has an exact potential
(Theorem 4.1), by definition of the exact potential property, there must be a equal drop
in potential. We claim that in ΓT

α , the smallest drop in potential when a player makes a
move is 2−λblog2 Lc. Suppose player i makes a move, let A be the state before the move
and A′ be the state after the move, by Theorem 3.1, the drop in potential is:

∆φ = ui(A)− ui(A
′)

=
∑

j∈(Ai−A′
i)

(
xj(A)

lj
)λ −

∑
k∈(A′

i−Ai)

(
xk(A) + 1

lk
)λ

Since all lj are factors of 2, there must exist a sequence of constants a1, a2, . . . , am

such that for all lj , ajlj = 2blog2 Lc. It then follows,
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∆φ

=
∑

j∈(Ai−A′
i)

(
ajxj(A)

ajlj
)λ −

∑
k∈(A′

i−Ai)

(
ak(xk(A) + 1)

aklk
)λ

=
∑

j∈(Ai−A′
i)

(ajxj(A))λ

2λblog2 Lc −
∑

k∈(A′
i−Ai)

(ak(xk(A) + 1))λ

2λblog2 Lc

Since all the terms in the above equation have a common denominator, the result of
the arithmetic is guaranteed to be some multiple of 2−λblog2 Lc. Therefore, the smallest
potential drop from a move in ΓT

α is bounded by 2−λblog2 Lc. Let φmax and φmin be the
upper and lower bounds on the potential values respectively, and C be the upper bound
on the cost of any player, then the maximum number of steps to convergence is bounded
by:

φmax − φmin

2−λblog2 Lc ≤ nC

2−λblog2 Lc = O(LλCn)

�

THEOREM 5.4: A desirable equilibrium exists in Γα iff. a desirable equilibrium
exists in ΓT

α .

Given a desirable equilibrium A∗ in Γα, it must be the case that for all tj ∈ T ,
xj(A

∗) ≤ αlj . By the method of transformation from tj to the factored set tTj , we
know the total capacity does not change. i.e.

∑
k∈tTj

lk = αlj . Therefore, xj(A
∗) could

easily be distributed among the factored resources in tTj such that none of the resources
exceed threshold. In fact, there’s an optimal distribution under the best-reply dynamic.
Therefore the transformed state A∗T is a desirable state in ΓT

α . By Theorem 4.2, it is
then clear ΓT

α must have a desirable equilibrium.

Given a desirable equilibrium A∗T in ΓT
α , it must be the case that for all tk ∈ T ,

xk(A
∗T ) ≤ lk. With similar reasoning as above, one can assign

∑
k∈tTj

xk(A
∗T ) to the

corresponding resource tj in Γα and it is guaranteed that the number of users of resource
tj will not exceed threshold. Hence the transformed state A∗ is a desirable state in Γα.
By Theorem 4.2, Γα then must have a desirable equilibrium.

�

PROPOSITION 5.5: For every desirable state in Γα there is a corresponding desir-
able state in ΓT

α and vice versa.

This is a stronger claim that follows from the proof of Theorem 5.4. Given a desir-
able state in Γα, by applying the transformation technique, we obtain a desirable state
in ΓT

α , and vice versa.
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To formalize the above findings, we define the following property concerning Γα

and ΓT
α :

DEFINITION 5.6: given a congestion game Γ and a congestion game Γ′. We say Γ
and Γ′ are isomorphic in desirability if the following two conditions are true:

• There exist desirable equilibria in Γ and Γ′.

• There exist transformation functions ζ and ζ ′, such that for every desirable state
A in Γ, ζ(A) is a desirable state in Γ′; and for every desirable state A′ in Γ′,
ζ ′(A′) is a desirable state in Γ.

It is clear that Γα and ΓT
α are isomorphic in desirability. This implies that an equilib-

rium state reached in ΓT
α is a desirable state in Γα. In other words, a finite set of players

participating in a game Γ, could in fact obtain convergence to stability by playing an iso-
morphic (hopefully simpler) game Γ′, and still arrive at a desirable state in Γ. This is an
interesting finding under the concept of desirability, because our target of convergence
here is to ensure the system can stabilize in a desirable state rather than converge to a
state near optimality which may be quite expensive. Many practical scenarios can bene-
fit from this approach under the desirability concept, such as load balancing, congestion
avoidance, quality assured services, etc.

5.5.1 Simulation and discussion

A simulation environment in MATLAB is established to study the average runtime
performance of the game model. The simulation setup consists of a randomly generated
network topology. Two hundred nodes are distributed uniformly at random in an area of
1000 by 1000 and the length of the links are progressively increased until a connected
network is formed. Thus nodes at the edge of the network are more sparsely connected
than nodes in the center. Each link has a uniformly random normalized link capacity
of 4, 5 and 6, where each player contributes load of 1 to each utilized link. 10 source
destination pairs are randomly chosen on the graph, and for each pair, 4 players are asso-
ciated (i.e. 40 players total). The strategy set of each player consists of k-shortest paths
(k=4 in the simulation). This workload distribution is configured to induce significant
load on the resources such that there does not exist many desirable states. A simulation
run is conducted in rounds where each player may move once (a step). Thus a round
consists of at most a number of steps equal to the number of players. A player’s move
follows best-reply dynamics where the strategy with the best payoff is chosen. Hence
a player does not move when it’s current strategy is best (i.e. lowest cost). Two types
of game models are studied, α-threshold congestion game (λ = 5) and linear cost con-
gestion game (λ = 1). α is set to 1.0 for sake of simplicity. Figure 5.2 shows the total
number of steps to convergence over 100 simulation runs. LinearAsync and ExpAsync
depict the model with λ = 1 and λ = 5 respectively, while LinearPS and ExpPS imple-
ment partial simultaneous move technique. With partial simultaneous move, a step may
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have a number of players moving simultaneously, and we observe that the total number
of steps to convergence with partial simultaneous moves is much lower than their coun-
terpart sequential move games. Furthermore, we find that the average number of steps
to convergence is much lower than theoretical worst cases and the use of exponential
cost payoff does not significantly increase the convergence time.

Figure 5.3 shows the maximum resource load conditions in the network. It is
recorded as the highest load to capacity ratio among all the links in the network at
the time of convergence. A lower maximum generally implies a better load balancing in
the system. We observe that α-threshold congestion game has a lower maximum than
linear cost game, and are able to stabilize in desirable states while the linear cost conges-
tion game does not provide such assurance. Finally we show the convergence behavior
across rounds of a simulated game run. Figure 5.4 depicts the number of steps taken
in each round of the α-threshold congestion game run. The data plotted is the average
value across 100 runs. We see that the number of steps in each round reduces dramat-
ically after the initial rounds and in fact a desirable state is reached in very early stage
of the game. Thus using the aforementioned simulated game mechanism, the players
could implement a desirable state strategy profile in the operational environment fairly
quickly while convergence to stability could be carried out in the simulated environment
over a longer time.

5.6 Conclusion

In this section, we have established a concept of desirability for self-managing net-
works and have shown that given a α-threshold asymmetric multi-commodity conges-
tion game, there exist a pure Nash equilibrium. Existing approximation approaches
attempt to converge the game to an approximate state of the equilibria. We observe
that in many practical cases, especially under self-stabilization concept, it is sufficient
and often important to assure the system is in a stable and desirable state. Through
a transformed game that is isomorphic in desirability, we have provided a polynomial
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time convergence bound of O(LλCn). Interestingly, we find games that are isomor-
phic in desirability could be used “in place" of each other such that a equilibrium reach
in one game is a desirable state in another. Hence, players participating in a difficult
game, may in effect play an isomorphic but simpler game, whose stable state outcome
remains applicable in the difficult game they participate in. This finding motivated our
application of the game theory model as a simulated game and we further suggested im-
provement techniques, including a mechanism that allows simultaneous player moves
under the weak assumption that the strategy set of each player is a small subset of the
resource collection.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this document self-optimization refers to the ability of an ANA compartment
(or set of compartments) to self-optimize. In particular we have addressed three kinds
of representative optimization problems, The first one proposes a scheme for the self-
adaptation of the MCIS (Multi-Compartment Information Sharing) compartment, which
plays a central role in the ANA monitoring framework to store monitored data. The
second part proposes a self-organized clustering of the VC (Virtual Coordinate) com-
partment, which is also used in the ANA monitoring framework to optimize the RTT
measurements. In the third part, using a known graph optimization problem, we have
proposed an algorithm for the optimal distribution of resources to locations in a net-
work, such that the maximum cost between any given pair of partitions is bounded.
Finally, in the fourth path we have studied self-stabilization in ANA. By relating the
concept of self-stabilization to game playing in selfish environment, we have been able
to model the interaction of compartment (or any collection of services) as a congestion
game. Through investigating the issue of desirability in such games, we have shown
that techniques could be obtained to help such environment acquire stability in much
shorter time than conventional approaches.

During the next and final 12 months, we will extend and improve these results along
the following lines.

We will work towards a resource adaptive MCIS extension. The idea is that in case
of need for less resource consumption in a node, the MCIS would adapt by trading off
some level of replication, meaning essentially a lower response time for lookups and
less resilience. This work includes design and implementation.

We will also improve the self-organized clustering of the coordinate system to take
churn into account, and we will continue our research on better TIV detectors in the
coordinate system to improve its precision.

We will continue our investigation on stability in largely self-behaving non-cooperative
environment. We have focused on devising a new concept of system state (desirable
states) based on the Dijkstra’s self-stabilization work and have analyzed the existence
and convergence of such a game model. Now, we would like to extend this work to
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consider the effect of network operations on the overall environment. Existing literature
suggest that when application and network interacts in isolated manner, stability is not
a natural result in general. This is observed in practice on case studies such as overlay
routing and underlay traffic engineering. We will study such environment using our
desirability concept and determine the premises under which stabilization is obtainable.

Finally we will study distributed service engineering in ANA. The idea is that in-
stead of coping with the non-coordinated behavior of distributed compartments and ser-
vices, we motivate a distributed optimization technique through which the compart-
ments/services can collectively achieve system optimal. Our problems models a generic
application level traffic allocation issues in that each service/compartment has a set of
service routes and would like to distribute its service traffic among them (the concept
of routes is arbitrary in our formulation, it could also apply to a set of resources). The
solution of the problem is to obtain the optimal configuration of resource allocation in
the environment in a distributed manner such that all service requirements are satisfied,
the resource utilization of the system is minimized, and fairness among the services are
observed. We forsee many ANA operations could benefit from such an algorithm.
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